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Preface

This manual, JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide, describes how to use the JavaSafeª version 1.0 
version-control software. It assumes that you are familiar with the computer and 
operating system on which you are running the JavaSafe product.

How This Manual Is Organized
This manual contains the following chapters:

Chapter 1, ÒIntroducing the JavaSafe Software,Ó introduces the main elements of the 
graphical user interface, and explains the basic concepts.

Chapter 2, ÒJavaSafe Quick Start,Ó provides step-by-step instructions for creating a 
workspace and populating it with working Þles, checking out and checking in Þles, 
synchronizing, modifying, and committing several Þles.

Chapter 3, ÒCommon Tasks,Ó provides step-by-step instructions for JavaSafe tasks 
you will perform frequently.

Chapter 4, ÒJavaSafe Graphical User Interface,Ó details the commands in the 
Transcript window menu bar as well as the Workspace window menu bar.

Chapter 5, ÒDirectories and Branches,Ó details directory structures in the repository, 
branch operations (such as nesting, naming, merging), and version numbers.

Chapter 6, ÒConÞguration Maps,Ó discusses conÞguration maps. The chapter starts 
with a conceptual explanation followed by instructions for ßattening and freezing 
maps. The chapter also provides examples of maps, and concludes with a reference-
style list of statements that comprise a conÞguration map.

Chapter 7, ÒCommand Line Reference,Ó begins with an overview of command 
syntax and then presents details about the js and jsr commands. These commands 
provide the full functionality of JavaSafe from your command line.

Appendix A, ÒCustomizing JavaSafe Behavior,Ó illustrates how to set up tasks for 
automatic implementation. These include notiÞcation of changes, Web publishing of 
documentation, and management of boundary case content.

Appendix B, ÒRCS Keywords,Ó provides a reference-style list of RCS keywords that 
you can use to gather information about your Þles in the version-control system.

Glossary is an alphabetic list of words and phrases and their deÞnitions. These words 
are basic to understanding JavaSafe.
JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide April 1998
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JavaSafe Document Suite
Besides this book, JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide, the JavaSafe documentation suite also 
includes:

■ JavaSafe 1.0 Tutorial Ð A GUI-based tutorial that leads you through important 
JavaSafe activities.

■ JavaSafe 1.0 Installation Guide Ð ConÞguration and installation instructions.

■ JavaSafe 1.0 Release Notes Ð Last-minute notes and a list of known bugs.
April 1998 JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide
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Chapter 1:

Introducing the JavaSafe Software

The rapid growth of the internet and global networks has dramatically changed 
corporate software development. Now, multiple developers around the globe 
coordinate activities on thousands of Þles, working in different windowing systems 
and development environments. Managing and coordinating these activities is a 
signiÞcant challenge. The JavaSafeª software provides a Javaª-based, platform-
independent, revision management system to coordinate large, geographically 
distributed teams whose work is to modify complex software conÞgurations and 
binary information. SpeciÞcally, JavaSafe enables developers to establish a single 
network-accessible server from which any number of client developers can check Þles 
out, modify them, and check them back in.

The JavaSafe graphical user interface makes Þle check-in and check-out easy. A 
graphic identiÞes the type of lock placed on a Þle, exclusive or concurrent. You can 
exclusively lock Þles to enable an individual to modify them or concurrently lock Þles 
to enable multiple individuals to modify them. You can identify the owner of a Þle by 
clicking that ÞleÕs icon. JavaSafe highlights conßicting changes, so that you can 
resolve them using a differencing and merging feature.

You can use the JavaSafe maps feature to deÞne managed collections of Þles in 
multiple repositories. You can describe, create, and re-create complex software 
conÞgurations quickly and easily. Maps also provide a convenient method for creating 
bills of materials. Such a map deÞnes the source code necessary to re-create an 
existing software application and the development and run-time environment 
associated with a particular release.

Another time-saver is JavaSafe hooks. Hooks are subroutines. Use hooks to simplify 
auditing and change management. For example, you can automatically update a web 
site or send electronic mail when you update a repository.

JavaSafe is your Þrst step toward moving your enterprise to global software 
development. It enables you to develop on the platforms you're accustomed to, while 
managing, archiving, and coordinating your development on a singular platform: 
Java.
JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide April 1998
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SimpliÞed Software ConÞguration Management
SimpliÞed Software ConÞguration Management
JavaSafe simpliÞes software conÞguration management by handling the following 
essential tasks:

■ Version control Ð JavaSafe keeps track of prior versions of all your software 
source Þles, including text Þles, binary Þles, and so on.

■ ConÞguration control Ð JavaSafe keeps track of prior versions of entire collections 
of Þles, so that you can manage your software at a higher levelÑby directoryÑ
instead of Þle-by-Þle. You can access the collection of Þles that was current at a 
particular point in time, even if these Þles are in different directories, and you can 
associate a name with a particular point in time and access the Þles by that name.

■ Divergent development control Ð Because you can maintain separate, concurrent 
branches, you can easily make changes to an old version of your software (the 
production version, for example) or roll out changes gradually to your test group, 
rather than have them work from the newest Þles.

■ Access control Ð The sophisticated access-control mechanism enables a system 
administrator to control who can read from or write to a particular directory or 
even a particular branch within a directory. JavaSafe also handles resource locking 
on a branch-by-branch basis. This eliminates contention between active 
development and emergency production Þxes.
April 1998 JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide
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JavaSafe Graphical User Interface
JavaSafe Graphical User Interface
To make its operations easy, JavaSafe offers you a menu-driven graphical user 
interface (GUI). Starting with the JavaSafe Transcript window, you can launch 
JavaSafe tasks and keep track of JavaSafe operations through log messages that 
dynamically keep you appraised of an operationÕs status.

FIGURE 1-1 JavaSafe Transcript Window (200%)

If you prefer to issue commands from a command line, you can do that too. See 
Chapter 7 for information about the command line.

You can also use the workspace window (shown in FIGURE 1-2) to access Þles and 
directories in a repository. Notice the main areas of the workspace window: a 
directory tree on the left provides easy navigation to a particular location, a list of Þles 
to the right displays the Þles in a directory as well as the version number of each Þle, 
a Branches frame in the bottom left shows the branch on which this workspace is 
established, a Lineups frame next to the Branches frame displays the various lineups 
for this workspace. For ease of use, you can bookmark any subdirectory location. 

See Chapter 4 for more information about the menu commands of the Transcript 
window and the workspace window.
JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide April 1998
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JavaSafe Graphical User Interface
FIGURE 1-2 Workspace Window With Browser Active (200%)

To immediately begin using JavaSafe, refer to Chapter 2. For examples showing how 
to use the JavaSafe GUI, see the JavaSafe 1.0 Tutorial. If you wonder about the meaning 
of a JavaSafe word, check the Glossary starting on page 155. 
April 1998 JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide
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Client-to-Server Relationship Between a Work Area and a Repository
Client-to-Server Relationship Between a Work Area and a Repository
The JavaSafe software manages Þles by storing the shared versions of Þles in a 
repository, which is a special JavaSafe directory on the server. A repository can refer 
either to a single directory on the server or to the collection of directories on the 
server that make up a project. JavaSafe tracks each Þle in a repository, gives Þle access 
only to authorized users, and coordinates changes to a given Þle.

A work area is a directory on the client that matches the contents of a single repository 
on the server. When you check out Þles from a repository, JavaSafe places the Þles in 
the work area directory. You can display the contents of the work area, edit Þles, and 
compile them. A work area only contains Þles; it does not contain subdirectories.

A workspace refers to the entire collection of client work areas that you use when 
working on a project. Therefore, a workspace is comprised of multiple work areas on 
the client side and the workspace matches the contents of multiple repositories on the 
server side.

JavaSafe automatically coordinates repositories and work areas so that their respective 
directory structures are the same. When you check out Þles, JavaSafe creates the 
necessary directories if your work area lacks them. Similarly, JavaSafe constructs 
repository directories when you check Þles in from a new directory in your work area.

FIGURE 1-3 shows a server that contains a repository, which in turn holds a project 
directory, which in turn holds two subdirectories, Source and Documents. Each of 
these subdirectories contains Þles. Notice the Ò, vÓ after the Þle extensions. This 
notation indicates that these Þles have had versions assigned to them.
JavaSafe 1.0 UserÕs Guide April 1998
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Client-to-Server Relationship Between a Work Area and a Repository
FIGURE 1-3 Simple Client/Server Setup in the JavaSafe System

One Repository to Many Work Areas
Typically, all the developers working on a project have their own private work area. 
These work areas are all attached to the central repository that holds the public, 
checked-in versions of all project Þles, as shown in the following Þgure. The arrows 
indicate the direction in which Þles are checked out (from the repository to the work 
areas) and the direction in which Þles are checked in (from the work areas to the 
repository).

JavaSafe Client

Workspace Directory

Project new.application

/Documents Work Area
Notes.txt�
ReadMe.html�
Reference.html

JavaSafe Server

Root Repository Directory

Project new.application

/Source Repository

/Documents Repository

Source01.java, v�
Source02.java, v�
Source03.java, v

Notes.txt, v�
ReadMe.html, v�
Reference.html, v 

/Source Work Area
Source01.java�
Source02.java�
Source03.java

JavaSafe Client

Workspace Directory

Project new.application

/Documents Work Area
Notes.txt�
ReadMe.html�
Reference.html

/Source Work Area
Source01.java�
Source02.java�
Source03.java
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Client-to-Server Relationship Between a Work Area and a Repository
FIGURE 1-4 Work Areas Attached to a Shared Repository

If you have separate projects to manage, you create a separate repository for each one, 
along with a work area for each repository. If you work on Þles in more than one 
repository, you need a work area for each repository.

Adding a File to the Repository
In order to populate a repository, you must add your working Þles to it from 
your work area. You can create your work area with your working Þles in it, or you 
can create an empty work area and then add your Þles to it. The next time you 
commit all changes in your work area, the new Þles will be added to the repository 
lineup. The Þrst time you add a Þle into the repository, JavaSafe assigns it version 
number 1.1.

FIGURE 1-5 Adding a File to the Repository

Removing a File From the Repository
In order to remove a Þle from the repository, you must mark it for removal in your 
work area. JavaSafe locks a Þle that is marked for removal. The next time you commit 
your changes, the marked Þle is removed from the repository lineup. This also deletes 
the Þle from your work area lineup.

Repository Work Area

File A�
Version 1.1

File A
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Checking a File Out
Once all the Þles for your project are in the repository, you can check them out and 
work with them. Checking out a speciÞed Þle from a repository causes JavaSafe to 
lock the Þle so that you are the only user who can check in changes to the Þle. If 
another user has a Þle checked out, JavaSafe gives you an unlocked copy that you 
cannot check in. Unless you specify otherwise, you get the newest versions of the Þles 
from the branch you are currently using.

Each time you check a Þle out of the repository to your work area, JavaSafe provides 
you with a copy of the Þle. You are free to view the copied Þle in your work area, edit 
it, compile it, test the results, and save the changes.

FIGURE 1-6 Checking Out a File From the Repository

Checking a File In
When you are done working with the Þles in your work area, you need to make the 
updated version available to everyone working with your repository. Checking in a 
speciÞed Þle from your work area into the attached repository creates a new version 
of the Þle in the repository. Checking in also creates a new branch version on your 
work area that includes the latest Þle versions. The Check In operation only works 
with Þles that you have locked. By default, the locks are released when the Check In 
operation Þnishes

You do not need to check in Þles every time you save them. For example, when you 
work on a bug, you might edit a Þle, save it, compile it, edit again, and so forth. You 
might repeat the process several times before you have a copy you are ready to check 
in. Different sites develop their own rules about when to check in Þles, but the 
essential idea is that you check in Þles whenever you want to record the current 
versions of Þles and the lineup they are in.

File Locking
JavaSafe has two kinds of Þle locks: the exclusive lock and the shared lock. Only one user 
can have an exclusive lock on a given Þle at a time, while multiple users can 
simultaneously have shared locks on a given Þle.

Repository Work Area

File A�
Version 1.1

File A�
Version 1.1
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When you have a Þle locked exclusively, you are the only user who can check in 
changes to the Þle. Other users can check out the Þle in unlocked form, view and 
change its contents, and compile it, but they cannot check in changes.

When you lock a Þle with a shared lock, other users can check out and lock the Þle at 
the same time, and can check in changes. If another user checks in changes to a Þle 
that you have in a shared lock, JavaSafe sends you a mail message telling you that 
your version of the Þle is no longer current.

JavaSafe releases your Þle lock when you check the Þle into the repository, unless you 
explicitly request otherwise. Another way to unlock a Þle is to use the JavaSafe unlock 
command from either the GUI or the command line. As soon as JavaSafe releases the 
Þle lock, any user with write access can check the Þle out and lock it for editing.

Note Ð If the lock on a Þle is broken, a notiÞcation is automatically sent to the user 
whose lock is broken. The workspace window replaces the lock icon with the yellow-
triangle warning icon. As a general rule, do not break locks.

JavaSafe saves the new version of the Þle in the repository and increments its version 
number (as shown in the following Þgure). Once checked in, your changed Þle is 
available to other JavaSafe users. The repository also retains each previous version of 
the Þle, so you can restore an earlier version at any time.

FIGURE 1-7 Checking a File Back into the Repository

Repository Work Area

File A�
Version 1.1

File A�
Version 1.2

File A�
Version 1.1+
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Synchronizing a Work Area
Synchronizing refers to the JavaSafe operation that updates your workspace to match 
the current state of the repository. The JavaSafe Synchronize operation:

■ Copies the newest versions of Þles from the repository into your workspace if you 
do not already have them

■ Deletes Þles from the workspace if they have been removed from the repositoryÕs 
most up-to-date lineup

■ Optionally merges Þles that you have changed in your workspace and that 
someone else has changed in the repository

The Synchronize operation compares the contents of your workspace against the 
contents of all the repositories named in the conÞguration map of your workspace. 

The Synchronize operation does not lock Þles that it copies to your workspace. By 
default, the Synchronize operation does not overwrite or delete any Þles that you 
have changed in your workspace. Unless you specify otherwise, you receive the 
newest versions of the Þles from the branch you are currently using.

Committing a Work Area
Committing refers to the JavaSafe operation that updates the repository with all the 
changes you have made in your work area. The JavaSafe Commit operation:

■ Checks in any Þles you have added or changed

■ Deletes from the repositoryÕs lineup any Þles you marked for removal in your 
work area

The Commit operation compares the lineups of all the repositories named in the 
conÞguration map of your work area against the lineup of your work area. Unlike the 
Synchronize operation, which updates your work area lineup to match the repository 
lineup, the Commit operation updates the repository lineup to match your work area 
lineup. The Commit operation checks in any new Þles and changed versions of Þles 
you checked out. It also deletes Þles that you marked for removal in your work area 
from the repository lineup. Changes are only made for Þles that you have locked. By 
default, the locks are released when the Commit operation Þnishes.

After making these changes, the Commit operation creates a new lineup in your work 
area. The new lineup lists the most current Þle versions.
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Lineups
Lineups
JavaSafe lists which versions of a projectÕs Þles relate to each other at any point in 
time in a Þle called a lineup. The lineup for each work area is listed in the Workspace 
window. 

FIGURE 1-8 Lineup List in the Workspace Window (200%)

A lineup contains the list of all Þles used in a particular build. As an illustration, 
assume that you start with the following lineup in your repository:

First Repository Lineup
File A, version 1.1
File B, version 1.1
File C, version 1.1

When you change Þles A and B and check them back in, JavaSafe updates the 
repository lineup, creating the second lineup, as follows:

Second Repository Lineup
File A, version 1.2
File B, version 1.2
File C, version 1.1

JavaSafe saves each repository lineup, which means you can reconstruct Þles from any 
previous lineup at any time.

JavaSafe keeps a lineup for your work area that lists the Þles you have checked out 
and the current version number of each Þle. Right after you check out Þles from the 
repository, your work area lineup matches the repository lineup, as shown in the 
following Þgure.
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Lineups
FIGURE 1-9 Repository and Work Area Lineups Match at Check Out

When you change a Þle in your work area, its date and time stamp is different from 
when you checked it out. To indicate that the work area contains changed Þles that 
you have not yet checked in, JavaSafe displays a plus sign (+) after the version 
number of each changed Þle. For example, the following Þgure shows your repository 
and work area after you change File A and File B.

FIGURE 1-10 Changes in the Work Area Reßected in the Lineup

When you check in changes, JavaSafe veriÞes that you have a lock on the changed 
Þles. You cannot make changes to a Þle unless you have a lock on the Þle. When 
JavaSafe veriÞes your lock, it saves in the repository a new version of the changed 
Þles, incrementing each ÞleÕs version number. Then, it creates a new repository lineup 
that includes the up-to-date version numbers of all the Þles. Finally, JavaSafe updates 
the Þle version numbers in your work area and updates your work area lineup to 
include those version numbers.

Repository Lineup Work Area Lineup

File A�
Version 1.1

File B �
Version 1.1

File C�
Version 1.1

File B�
Version 1.1

File C�
Version 1.1

File A�
Version 1.1

Repository Lineup Work Area Lineup

File A�
Version 1.1

File B �
Version 1.1

File C�
Version 1.1

File B�
Version 1.1+

File C�
Version 1.1

File A�
Version 1.1+
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Branches
To continue the above example, FIGURE 1-11 shows the repository and work area 
after you check in changes to File A and File B. After the check in, the repository 
contains version 1.2 of File A and File B, a fact reßected in the repository lineup. The 
work area includes the same Þle versions, so its lineup is the same as the repository 
lineup.

FIGURE 1-11 Checking in Changes Updates Repository and Work Area Lineups

Branches
When an administrator creates a repository on the server, it has only one branch, the 
main root branch, named Development by default. This is the branch where active 
development is expected to take place. Most developers have work areas attached to 
this branch. Unless you specify otherwise, JavaSafe commands are applied to the root 
branch. For example, commands that identify Þles are applied to the Þle versions in 
the most recent lineup of the root branch.

Creating New Branches
You can deÞne as many branches as you need for concurrent development and 
conÞguration work. To make identifying the purpose of each branch easy, assign it a 
name.

In general terms, the new branch is referred to as a child branch and the original one 
is its parent. The child branch starts from a speciÞc lineup in its parentÕs branch. When 
you check out Þles in a child branch, change them, and then check them back in, you 
work on the child branchÕs versions of the Þles. Changes to Þles in the child branch 
are only available within that branch. Likewise, any further development in the 
parentÕs versions of Þles are not applied to the child branchÕs versions of those Þles.

Repository Lineup Work Area Lineup

File A�
Version 1.2

File B �
Version 1.2

File C�
Version 1.1

File B�
Version 1.2

File C�
Version 1.1

File A�
Version 1.2
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Log Facility
Working Within a Branch
To work on a branch, you must be in a work area that is attached to the branch. When 
you work in the branchÕs work area, your JavaSafe work area commands apply to that 
branch. These are commands that relate to the work area and the Þles in it. This 
ensures, for example, that changes to Þle versions are applied correctly to the current 
branch. You do not need to name the branch in each JavaSafe command.

Your repository-level commands, in contrast, are applied to the root branch in the 
repository unless you specify otherwise. For example, this is true for commands that 
create new repository directories, create new branches in a repository, and create or 
update conÞguration maps. This way, you do not accidentally create deÞnitions in a 
branch that should apply to the entire repository.

For more information about deÞning and using branches, see Chapter 5: Directories 
and Branches.

Log Facility
JavaSafe keeps a history of all Þles under its control. Each time you check in or 
commit Þles, JavaSafe asks for a log message. You can supply an individual message 
for each Þle or a group message for the entire lineup. You can get the history of log 
messages for any Þle or for a lineup. Log messages are stored and retrieved separately 
for each branch.

You also can supply a message when you freeze a conÞguration map, enabling you to 
document what the frozen map contains and why you saved it. Then, when you want 
the complete history of frozen versions of a conÞguration map within a given branch, 
you use JavaSafe to obtain the map log.

Hidden Files
JavaSafe keeps information about repositories and work areas in special Þles. Each 
repository or work area has its own hidden Þle. JavaSafe creates the 
.Repository.JavaSafe Þle in each repository on the server and the 
.WorkArea.JavaSafe Þle in each work area on the client.

JavaSafe uses these Þles to record information about resources and operations, such as 
Þle locks, access control, and lineups.
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Chapter 2:

JavaSafe Quick Start

This chapter explains the tasks that all JavaSafe users have to perform when they are 
ready to start:

■ Create a work area on your client to access a repository on the JavaSafe server. 
Once your work area is established, you will synchronize it with the repository.

■ Check Þles out from and check Þles into the repository to update and modify data 
in the Þles.

See the JavaSafe 1.0 Installation Guide for complete instructions for starting either the 
JavaSafe server or the JavaSafe client.

Creating and Populating a Work Area
This section explains how to create a work area and synchronize it with the repository. 
In order to start, you need to know the following:

■ Which directory you want to convert to a work area

■ The name of the repository you plan to access

■ Whether you are connecting to a branch other than the root branch 
(Development) and, if so, the name of the alternate branch
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Creating and Populating a Work Area
▼ To Create and Populate a New Work Area

1. Choose New from the Transcript windowÕs Workspace menu.
A New Workspace dialog box appears. To see the contents of a folder, click the plus 
sign next to the folder. The folder opens to show its contents. To close the folder, click 
the minus sign next to the folder.

FIGURE 2-1 New Workspace Dialog Box (200%)

2. Fill in your name and select the desired JavaSafe repository. 
If you do not know the name of your server or the name of your repository, check 
with your system administrator. 
The map list becomes active.

3. Choose the __all__ map. 
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Creating and Populating a Work Area
4. Click Ok.
The __all__ workspace window for the repository appears.

FIGURE 2-2 __all__ Workspace Window (200%)
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Creating and Populating a Work Area
5. From the __all__ workspace window, choose Establish Workspace from the 
Workspace menu. 
A New Work Area dialog box appears.

FIGURE 2-3 Workspace Directory on Your Client (200%)

6. Navigate to the directory on your client that you want to designate as a workspace 
and click Open.
If you have not created the directory on your client that you want to designate as a 
workspace, click the new folder button on the top right of the New Work Area dialog 
box. Enter a new directory name and click create. The New Work Area dialog box 
automatically updates and lists the new directory. However, if you use the operating 
stem to create the new directory while the New Work Area dialog box is open, the 
New Work Area dialog box will not list the new directory until you either close it and 
then reopen it or you use the new folder button to create a directory and thereby 
refresh the listing of available directories.
In this example, the work area directory is called MyWorkspace. Even though 
MyWorkspace does not contain Þles, your client directory can contain your working 
Þles. JavaSafe adds any Þles and subdirectories that it Þnds in the clientÕs work area 
directory to the repository. 
After you identify the work area directory on the client, JavaSafe displays the 
following dialog box that enables you to synchronize the new work area with its 
repository.
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Creating and Populating a Work Area
FIGURE 2-4 Synchronize Dialog Box (200%)

7. Click the Yes, synchronize button.
The Transcript window shows that the work of synchronization is taking place. 
Synchronization copies the appropriate directories and Þles from the repository into 
your work area.

When you have synchronized your work area with the repository, the workspace 
window displays the name of your work area and displays its directory structure. At 
this point, you are ready to check out Þles and start editing within your work area 
directory.
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Getting Files From a JavaSafe Repository Into a Work Area
This section assumes that you have a work area that is established to the appropriate 
repository and that the Þles with which you want to work are in the repository. This 
section shows you how to:

■ Check out, modify, and check in one Þle
■ Synchronize, modify, and check in multiple Þles

▼ To Check Out, Modify, and Check In One File

1. In the workspace window, select the Þle you want to work on from the Þle list. 
In FIGURE 2-5, the index Þle is selected.

FIGURE 2-5 Workspace Window with a File Selected From the Files List (200%)
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Working With Multiple Files
2. Choose Check Out from the File menu, or click the Check Out button over the Þle 
list.
A green padlock appears next to the checked-out Þle, indicating that the Þle is locked 
in your name. A red padlock means someone else has locked the Þle.

3. Modify and save the Þle as usual.
As you work with the Þle and save your changes, notice that the Þle is listed twice in 
the Files list. Both listings have the same version number, but one Þle has a plus sign 
after the version number. This means that the version in your work area has changed 
in comparison to the version in the repository.

4. Check in the Þle. 
Make sure the Þle is selected in the Þles list. If there are two listings for the Þle, 
highlight the listing with the plus sign following the version number.

5. Choose Check In from the File menu, or click the Check In button.
The Log Messages dialog box appears.

6. Include a message about your changes and click Commit.
Take a look at the Þles list. There is now only one listing for the Þle you checked in, 
but JavaSafe has incremented the version number.

Working With Multiple Files
If you want to copy more than one Þle from the repository into your work area, you 
have two choices. You can do multiple check-outs or you can synchronize. The 
Synchronize command ensures that your work area has the same Þles with the same 
versions as the repository. The Synchronize operation copies the latest versions of Þles 
that belong in your work area from the repository. However, the Synchronize 
operation does not lock the Þles, so you must lock the Þles if you want to check them 
out for use.

▼ To Synchronize, Modify, and Commit Several Files

1. Go to the appropriate workspace window and choose Synchronize from the 
Workspace menu, or click the Sync button.

2. Select one or more Þles from the Þles list.

3. Choose Lock Exclusively from the File menu, or click the Locked button over the 
browser.
An exclusive lock keeps others from editing the Þle (unless they break the lock). A 
shared lock means that a group of people have editing access to a Þle, but no one else. 
Once youÕve locked the Þle, a green padlock appears next to the checked-out Þle 
indicating that the Þle is locked in your name. A red padlock means someone else has 
locked the Þle. A yellow triangle with an exclamation point means your lock is 
broken.
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4. Modify the Þle and save it.

5. Choose Commit from the Workspace menu or click the Commit button to check in 
the Þle.
You can execute the Check In option against an individual Þle. Commit, on the other 
hand, checks in and unlocks all checked-out Þles. Regardless of whether you are 
committing all the Þles or just checking in individual Þles, the Log Messages dialog 
box appears. 

6. Include a message about your changes and click Commit.
Take a look at the Þles list. JavaSafe has incremented the version number for the Þles 
that you modiÞed, saved, and checked in. Notice that the workspace window reßects 
the incremented number in three places:

■ The Þles list
■ The Lineups list
■ The status area
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Common Tasks

Common tasks (tasks that JavaSafe users perform on a regular basis) fall into these 
general categories:

■ Synchronizing with a repository
■ Adding new Þles to a repository
■ Removing Þles from a repository
■ Checking Þles out of and into a repository
■ Locking and unlocking Þles
■ Working with different versions of Þles

Synchronizing With a Repository
Synchronizing with a repository updates the lineup in your work area to match the 
lineup of the repository. If a Þle is in the repository but not in your work area, 
JavaSafe copies the Þle to your work area. If a Þle is marked for removal from your 
work area, JavaSafe deletes the Þles from the repository lineup. By default, the 
synchronize operation checks out, but does not lock, the newest versions of Þles from 
the repository.

▼ To Synchronize Files

1. Select the appropriate workspace window.

2. Choose Synchronize from the File menu, or click the Synchronize button.
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Adding New Files to the Repository
You commonly need to generate new Þles within a work area during the course of 
your work. Thus, you need to add these new Þles to the repository. The Add 
command adds one or more Þles to the work area lineup. The Þles are actually added 
to the repository with the next Commit operation.

Committing updates the repository with all the changes from your work area by 
creating a new branch version in the repository. The Commit operation checks all the 
Þles you checked out or changed into the repository. The Commit operation also 
checks in any Þles you have added using the JavaSafe Add operation. At the same 
time, Commit removes any Þles you marked for deletion in your work area from the 
repository lineup. By default, the Commit command unlocks Þles when it checks 
them in.

▼ To Add One or More Files

1. Use the operating system to move or create a new Þle in your workspace directory.

2. In the workspace window where you want to point out the new Þle to JavaSafe, 
choose Add from the File menu.

3. In the Open dialog box, navigate to the target directory and select the Þle you want 
to add to the lineup.
If you need to add more than one Þle, either click and drag on the Þles listed in the 
Open dialog box or hold down the Shift key while you click on the Þle names. By 
clicking and dragging or by using the Shift key, you can select multiple Þles and then 
save time by using a single Add command to add all of the selected Þles to the work 
area.
The Þle name is now listed in the Þles section of the workspace window. Next to a 
new Þle is the label Ô(new)Õ. Once you commit this lineup to the repository, the new 
Þle is identiÞed by a version number.

4. Choose Commit from the File menu.

5. Type a comment in the text Þeld of the Log Messages dialog box and click Commit.

▼ To Commit the Lineup

● In the appropriate workspace window, choose Commit from the Workspace menu 
or click the Commit button.
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Removing Files From a Repository
You can remove one or more Þles from your work area lineup. If the Þle is not already 
locked, JavaSafe locks it and marks it for later removal from the lineup.

If you change a Þle that you marked for removal, the Þle remains in your work area 
but not in your work area lineup.

Marked Þles are removed from the lineup the next time you commit your work area 
or check in changes to the marked Þle. If you have not deleted a marked Þle, you can 
put it back in the lineup by using the Add command.

▼ To Remove One or More Files

1. In the appropriate workspace window, select the Þle you want to remove from the 
Þles list.
If you need to select more than one Þle from the Þles list, hold down the Shift key 
while you click on the Þle names. By using the Shift key, you can select multiple Þles 
from the Þles list and then save time by using a single Remove command to mark all 
of the selected Þles for deletion.

2. Choose Remove from the File menu.
If you change your mind, you can unlock a removed Þle before committing your work 
area. However, you will be unable to check in changes to the Þle or remove it from the 
repository lineup.

3. Choose Commit from the File menu.

Note Ð You can delete a Þle from the work area using your operating system shellÕs 
delete command instead of the JavaSafe Remove command. The shell command does 
not remove the Þle from the branchÕs lineup. To do that, you must still execute the 
Check Out and Commit commands. Otherwise, you will receive a copy of the Þle 
again the next time you synchronize with the repository.
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Checking Files Out of and Checking Files Into a Repository
Checking out a Þle copies a Þle into your work area from the repository and locks it. 
Checking in a Þle updates the repository with the current version of a Þle from the 
work area. If you specify a new Þle, JavaSafe Þrst executes an Add operation, then 
checks in the Þle. By default, the Check In command unlocks Þles, although you can 
override this default.

Note Ð You cannot check in an unlocked Þle; it must be locked. For details on locks, 
see ÒLocking and Unlocking FilesÓ on page 27.

▼ To Check Out One or More Files

1. Select the appropriate workspace window.

2. Select the Þle you want to check out in the Þle list.
If you need to check out more than one Þle, use the Shift key as described in Step 1 of 
ÒTo Remove One or More FilesÓ on page 25.

3. Choose the Check Out command from the workspace windowÕs File menu or click 
the Check Out button over the Þle list.

▼ To Check In One or More Files

1. In the appropriate workspace window, select the Þle you want to check in from the 
Þles list.
If you need to check in more than one Þle, use the Shift key as described in Step 1 of 
ÒTo Remove One or More FilesÓ on page 25.

2. Choose Check In from the File menu or click the Check In button.
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Locking and Unlocking Files
Locking a Þle keeps other users from making changes to a Þle while you have it in 
your work area. This means that only a locked Þle can be checked into the repository. 
You can lock as many Þles as you need. Only one user can lock a given Þle version at 
a time. If another user has locked the Þle, you can force JavaSafe to unlock the other 
userÕs Þle and give you the lock, but this is not good practice. 

Unlocking a Þle relinquishes your ability to check in changes to it. The person who 
owns the lock is the only one who can check in changes to the Þle version. By default, 
you unlock a locked Þle when you check it in, commit it, or issue a JavaSafe Unlock 
command. 

JavaSafe shows an opened lock icon next to each Þle version that is not locked by any 
user. A red, closed lock icon indicates that some other user has the Þle locked. A green 
lock icon means that you have the Þle locked.

▼ To Lock One or More Files

1. In the appropriate workspace window, select the Þle you want to use from the Þles 
list.
If you need to lock more than one Þle, use the Shift key as described in Step 1 of ÒTo 
Remove One or More FilesÓ on page 25.

2. Choose Lock Exclusively or Lock Shared from the File menu
Lock Exclusively locks the Þle in your name only. Lock Shared locks the Þle so that 
others who also chose Lock Shared can edit the Þle too. Other people who have not 
chosen Lock Shared on a Þle cannot edit and check in the Þle.

▼ To Unlock One or More Files

1. In the appropriate workspace window, select the Þle you want to unlock from the 
Þles list.
If you need to unlock more than one Þle, use the Shift key as described in Step 1 of 
ÒTo Remove One or More FilesÓ on page 25.

2. Choose Unlock from the File menu.
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Working With Different Versions of Files
This section describes how to:

■ Restore an old version of a Þle
■ Compare different versions of a Þle
■ Merge different versions of a Þle

▼ To Restore an Old Version of a File

1. To check out the old version, choose Check Out Version from the workspace 
windowÕs File menu.

2. Select the particular version you want to restore.

3. To check the Þle into the repository, choose Check In from the File menu.
You can also perform this step with the Workspace menuÕs Commit command.

4. When the Old Version dialog box appears, click Yes.
A Log Messages dialog box appears.

FIGURE 3-1 Old Version Dialog Box (200%)

5. Type a comment and click Yes.

6. To work on the Þle, select it in the Þles list, then choose Check Out from the File 
menu.
You can now open the older version of the Þle, make changes, and check it back in.
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▼ To Compare Different Versions of a File (Text Files Only)

Comparison works on two versions of the same text Þle. Each version resides in a 
different lineup.

1. In the Lineups list of the Workspace window select the two lineups that contain the 
two Þles you want to compare.

FIGURE 3-2 Selecting Two Lineups in the Browser (200%)

Selecting two lineups displays all the Þles in both lineups in the Þles list.

2. Select the two Þles you want to compare.

FIGURE 3-3 Files From Two Lineups Displayed in the Files List (200%)
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3. Choose Compare from the File menu.
A window opens displaying the two Þles with a pull-down, so you can select which 
side to work. In this example, the Þle on the right contains a second line with the 
string change 2 whereas the Þle on the left does not contain this string.

FIGURE 3-4 File Comparison Window (200%)

▼ To Merge Different Versions of a File (Text Files Only)

Merging works on two versions of the same text Þle. Each version resides in a 
different lineup.

1. In the Lineups list of the Workspace window, select the two lineups that contain 
the two Þles you want to merge.
Selecting two lineups displays all the Þles in both lineups in the Þles list.

2. Select the two Þles you want to merge.

3. Choose Merge from the File menu.
A window opens displaying the two Þles with a pull-down, so you can select which 
side to work. A plus (+) appears to the right of the Þle that holds the merged text. 

4. To see the changes, check out the Þle and open it.
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Command-Line Reference for Common Tasks
The following diagram shows basic JavaSafe commands in context. Refer to this map 
as you study and work with the JavaSafe software. Locate the state of your system 
and choose the appropriate command.

FIGURE 3-5 Diagram of Common JavaSafe Commands
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Chapter 4:

JavaSafe Graphical User Interface

This chapter explains the functions performed by the menu items in the JavaSafe GUI 
(Graphical User Interface). Its structure is based on the two windows you work with 
in the JavaSafe interface:

■ JavaSafe Transcript window
■ Workspace window

There is also a section on the key interface buttons found on any workspace window.

JavaSafe Transcript Window
When you start the GUI, the JavaSafe Transcript window appears. This section 
explains the contents of the Transcript windowÕs menu bar (shown in the following 
Þgure).

FIGURE 4-1 Transcript Window Menu Bar (150%)

Workspace Menu
The Workspace menu commands are described in this section.

■ New
■ Open
■ Preferences
■ Exit
■ List of recently used maps
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JavaSafe Transcript Window
New
The New command creates a new work area. It displays the New Workspace dialog 
box through which you can identify yourself, locate a repository, and choose a map. 
This New command offers the same functionality regardless of whether you issue it 
from the Transcript window or the Workspace window.

To review and edit sites, click the Edit Sites button. The JavaSafe Servers dialog box 
appears. See FIGURE 4-2. Click Add and select the appropriate line. To remove a 
server, select it and click Remove. Also see ÒEdit Site FileÓ on page 53.

FIGURE 4-2 Edit Sites Dialog Box (200%)

Open
The Open command opens a work area or workspace, based on the map that you 
choose. The Open Work Area dialog box appears, enabling you to select the 
appropriate workspace directory.

Preferences
The Preferences command enables you to determine whether you want the work 
areas that you left open when you last quit to open automatically when you start 
JavaSafe. You can also set the number of lines that the Transcript window retains in 
memory before deleting old lines to make room for new lines. In this example, the 
transcript window is set to the default value of 1000 lines. 
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JavaSafe Transcript Window
FIGURE 4-3 Preferences Dialog Box (200%)

Exit
The Exit command quits the JavaSafe application.

List of Recently Used ConÞguration Maps
JavaSafe automatically adds conÞguration map names to the end of the Workspace 
menu for quick access. This information is stored in the .JavaSafe.prf Þle of your 
home directory. To delete the list of conÞguration map names from the Workspace 
menu, delete the .JavaSafe.prf Þle. The next time you start the application, JavaSafe 
generates an empty .JavaSafe.prf Þle.
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Repository Menu
The Repository menu contains the Create Repository command.

Create Repository
The Create Repository command displays the Create Repository dialog box (see 
FIGURE 4-4) through which you can indicate the repository location and state where 
the contents are located. 

FIGURE 4-4 Create Repository Dialog Box (200%)
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JavaSafe Transcript Window
Transcript Menu
The Transcript menu includes the following commands:

■ Save Transcript to a File
■ Empty Transcript

Save Transcript to a File
This command writes the contents of the Transcript to a text Þle. The Save As dialog 
box appears, through which you can locate the Þle and indicate where you want it 
stored.

Empty Transcript
This command clears the Transcript window of text. Note, however, that the contents 
of the transcript window are truncated automatically in accordance with the 
Transcript buffer size setting in the JavaSafe Preferences dialog box.

Bookmarks Menu
The Bookmarks menu contains the Edit Bookmarks command and displays the names 
of any existing bookmarks. Clicking a bookmark name in the menu takes you to the 
bookmarked location.

Edit Bookmarks
This command enables you to edit a bookmark. Clicking this item displays the 
JavaSafe Bookmark editor.

FIGURE 4-5 Bookmark Editor (200%)
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Window Menu
The Window menu includes the cascade command.

Cascade
This command cascades multiple open windows, so that the windows are stacked on 
top of each other with the title bar of each exposed.

Help Menu
The Help menu includes the following commands:

■ Info Panel
■ Show Conformation
■ Show Version
■ License

Info Panel
This command displays basic information about your copy of JavaSafe.

Show Conformation
This command prints conformation information to the Transcript window.

Show Version
This command prints the version number for the running copy of JavaSafe to the 
Transcript window.

License
This command opens the JavaSafe License panel (see FIGURE 4-6). Store your license 
number and support-contact information in this panel so that the information is 
readily available for future reference.
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JavaSafe Transcript Window
FIGURE 4-6 JavaSafe License Panel (200%)
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Workspace Window
When you generate a repository or workspace, JavaSafe displays an appropriate 
Workspace window, similar to the one shown in FIGURE 4-7. Any Workspace window 
includes these menus:

■ Workspace
■ File
■ Repository
■ Bookmarks
■ Windows

FIGURE 4-7 Workspace Window (200%)
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Workspace Window
Workspace Menu
The Workspace menu contains the following commands:

■ New
■ Open
■ Establish Workspace
■ Commit
■ Commit, Retain Locks
■ Synchronize
■ Build
■ List
■ Create Branch
■ Attach to Branch
■ Name Version

New
The New command creates a new work area. This command brings up the New 
Workspace dialog box, which contains the Þelds that you use to identify yourself, 
locate a repository, and choose a map. This selection offers the same functionality as 
the Transcript window version. To complete the creation of a work area, you must 
execute the Establish Workspace command, also on this menu.

Open
This command opens a work area, based on the map that you choose. Open brings up 
the Þle Open Work Area dialog box, so you can select the appropriate workspace 
directory. Same functionality as the Transcript window version.

Establish Workspace
The Establish Workspace command displays the Open Þle dialog box, which enables 
you to indicate the directory in which you want a previously created new work area 
to be stored. You are also given the opportunity to synchronize the work area.

Commit
This command checks in all Þles in the work area into their repository and unlocks 
them. If you have added Þles using the Add operation, they are checked in. Files 
deleted from the work area using the Remove operation are deleted from your work 
area at this time.
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Commit, Retain Locks
This command does everything that Commit does, but does not unlock the Þles 
involved.

Synchronize
This command brings all Þles in the repository into the work area. The Þles are not 
locked. It also deletes Þles from the work area that have been deleted from the 
repositoryÕs lineup using the Remove command.

Build
This command runs a build operation in an existing build.

List
The List command displays a submenu that contains the following commands:

■ Locks
■ My Locks
■ Actions Pending Synchronize
■ Actions Pending Commit
■ Build Commands

Locks

This command lists all locked Þles in the current repository.

My Locks

This command lists only your locked Þles in the current repository.

Actions Pending Synchronize

This command lists those Þles that would be written to a work area if you should 
choose to synchronize.

Actions Pending Commit

This command lists those Þles that would be written to a work area if you should 
choose to commit.
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Workspace Window
Build

The Build command displays a submenu that contains a list of build types that are 
associated with that map that your workspace is using.

Create Branch
This command creates a branch on the current repository. This command displays a 
Map Selection dialog box through which you should choose a map that points to the 
content you want to put under the new branch.

Another dialog box appears through which you can change the name of the parent 
branch of the new branch and indicate whether you want to use the parent branchÕs 
lineups.

FIGURE 4-8 Naming a Branch Map (200%)

Attach to Branch
This command attaches a work area to a branch. You must select the desired branch in 
the appropriate map window's browser.

Name Version
The Name Version command enables you to name a map version. You select the map 
through the Map Selection dialog box that appears. Clicking Select displays the Name 
Version dialog box (see FIGURE 4-9).

A Name Version dialog box appears. See FIGURE 4-9. Type the new name. If 
necessary, click either or both of the checkboxes.
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FIGURE 4-9 Name Version Dialog Box (200%)

File Menu
The File menu contains the following commands:

■ Add
■ Remove
■ Check In
■ Check In, Retain Locks
■ Check Out
■ Lock Exclusively
■ Lock Shared
■ Unlock
■ Compare
■ Merge
■ Set Type Binary
■ Set Type Text
■ Retrieve Log Messages
■ Retrieve Log Header
■ Retrieve Log for Selected Version

Add
This command adds a Þle to the current work area lineup. The next time you commit 
all changes in your work area, the Þle will be added to the repository and also added 
to the repository lineup. You can indicate the location of the Þle you want to add 
through the Þle Open dialog box that appears when you choose Add.

Remove
This command locks the Þle you highlighted in the Files list of the Workspace 
window and marks it for later deletion from your work area lineup and the repository 
lineup during the next Commit or Check In operation.
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Check In
This command copies changes in the Þle you highlighted in the Files list of the 
Workspace window to the repository and unlocks the Þle. If you issue the Remove 
command prior to the check in, Check In deletes the Þle.

Check In, Retain Locks
This command does the same thing as Check In but does not unlock the Þle.

Check Out
This command checks out and copies the Þle you highlighted in the Files list of the 
Workspace window from the speciÞed repository to your work area and locks it. If 
you already have the same version of the Þle in your work area as exists in the 
repository, Check Out only locks the Þle. 

Lock Exclusively
This command locks the Þle currently selected in the Files list of the Workspace 
window so that only you can open it.

Lock Shared
This command locks the currently selected in the Files list of the Workspace window 
so that other users can also check out the Þle and edit the contents at the same time. 

Unlock
Unlocks a locked Þle that is selected in the Files list of the Workspace window.

Compare
This command compares two or more selected Þles. Select both Þles in the Þles list of 
a map window, before issuing the command.

Note Ð When entering code, be particularly careful about how you use white space. 
For example, if you enter exactly the same statement in two Þles but precede one with 
a tab character and the other with four spaces, JavaSafe parses these as different. This 
applies to the Compare and Merge operations.
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Merge
This command merges the two Þles currently selected in the Þles list of a map 
window.

Set Type Binary
This command sets the Þle type as binary for the Þle currently selected in the Þles list 
of the Workspace window. When you set a Þle (whether text or binary) as binary:

■ When you make changes, the entire Þle is saved, not just the changes.

■ JavaSafe does not try to expand any symbolic strings inside the Þle.

■ JavaSafe does not try to convert carriage return characters when the Þle is moved 
across platforms.

Set Type Text
This command sets the Þle type as text for the Þle currently selected in the Þles list of 
the Workspace window. When you designate a Þle (whether text Þle or a binary Þle) 
as text:

■ When you make changes, only the changes are saved, separate from the original 
Þle.

■ JavaSafe tries to expand symbolic strings inside the Þle.

■ JavaSafe tries to convert carriage return characters to carriage return/linefeed 
combinations or vice versa (as appropriate) when the Þle is moved across 
platforms.

Retrieve Log Messages
This command writes the log header and log messages for the Þle currently selected 
in the Þles list of the Workspace window to the Transcript window.

Retrieve Log Header
This command writes the log header for the Þle currently selected in the Þles list of 
the Workspace window to the Transcript window.

Retrieve Log for Selected Version
This command writes the last log message for the Þle currently selected in the Þles list 
of the Workspace window to the Transcript window.
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Repository Menu
The Repository menu contains the following commands:

■ Create Repository
■ Open Map
■ Save Map
■ Create Map
■ Remove Map
■ Compare Maps
■ Freeze Map
■ Flatten Map
■ Edit Site File

Create Repository
The Create Repository command in the Workspace window is the same as the 
Transcript windowÕs Create Repository command (see ÒCreate RepositoryÓ on 
page 36).
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Open Map
The Open Map command displays the Map Selection dialog box (as shown in the 
following Þgure) through which you select the map to open. Clicking the Show map 
versions checkbox causes the version numbers and dates of created maps to appear in 
the right panel.

FIGURE 4-10 Open Map Dialog Box (200%)
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Save Map
This command enables you to save a map youÕve created. You select the map from the 
Map Selection dialog box (shown in the following Þgure) and click Select.

FIGURE 4-11 Map Selection Dialog Box for Saving a Map (200%)

The Log Messages dialog appears. Enter a comment and click the Commit button. 
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Create Map
The Create Map command displays a JavaSafe Map Editor (as shown in the following 
Þgure) with a map template that you can modify. 

FIGURE 4-12 JavaSafe Map Editor (200%)

When naming a map Þle, be sure to use the .JavaSafeMap extension.

When you exit the map by clicking the close button, a dialog box appears, asking if 
you want to check in the new map. Click Yes, No, or Cancel.

Another dialog box appears, asking if you want to check in the created map. Click the 
desired button. If you click Yes, you get the Log_Messages dialog box. Enter a 
comment and click Commit. JavaSafe writes a message to the Transcript window 
recording the saving of the map.
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Workspace Window
Remove Map
This command removes the map that you select in the Map Selection dialog box that 
appears. Select the map you want to delete and click Select.

FIGURE 4-13 Map Selection Dialog Box for Removing a Map (200%)

Clicking Select displays a conÞrmation dialog box. Click Yes or No.
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Compare Maps
This command compares two maps that you select in the Map Selection dialog box 
that appears. Clicking Select displays a second Map Selection dialog box through 
which you select the second map. Clicking Select displays a map comparison window, 
titled after the Þrst map you selected. 

FIGURE 4-14 Map Comparison Window (200%)

Notice that JavaSafe highlights the Þrst line where the two maps differ. Use the 
Actions button to switch sides.

Freeze Map
This command freezes a map. A frozen map is a record of all the lineups for each 
directory in the map at a given point in time. For detailed instructions on freezing a 
map see ÒTo Freeze a MapÓ on page 75.

Flatten Map
This command ßattens a map. Flattening converts map references into a list of 
directories.
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Edit Site File
This command displays a Load site Þle dialog box that points to a sample Þle named 
javasafe. Click the Þle called javasafe and click Open This is a sample site 
conÞguration Þle that contains a brief explanation of how to edit it.

Bookmarks Menu
The Bookmarks menu contains the following commands:

■ Add Bookmarks
■ Edit Bookmarks
■ List of Bookmarks

Add Bookmarks
This command adds a bookmark for the Workspace window you are currently in. The 
bookmark appears in a list on the Bookmarks menu.

Edit Bookmarks
This command removes the bookmark you select in the Bookmarks Editor dialog box 
that appears.

FIGURE 4-15 Bookmarks Editor (200%)
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List of Bookmarks
This command displays a list of the bookmarks you have added.

Windows Menu
The Windows menu contains the following commands:

■ Cascade
■ Update Window
■ List of workspace windows

Cascade
This command cascades multiple open windows so that the windows are stacked on 
top of each other with the title bar of each exposed.

Update Window
This command updates data in the current window, such as Þle names and versions in 
the Þle list.

List of Workspace Windows
This command lists all available windows.
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Transcript Window Button
The Transcript window Stop button (shown in the following Þgure) enables you to 
disable the current process.

FIGURE 4-16 Transcript Window Stop Button (200%)

Workspace Window Buttons
The workspace window has two sets of buttons: work area buttons and Þle buttons.

The work area buttons that appear over the browser have functions that are performed 
on a work area or a repository. Their functions correspond to the menu items having 
the same names. 

The Þle buttons that appear over the Þle list area on the right control actions that 
JavaSafe can take on selected Þles. There are also corresponding menu items for the 
Þle buttons.
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Chapter 5:

Directories and Branches

Understanding directory structures and branches in JavaSafe is essential for setting up 
and maintaining a ßexible working environment that can easily expand with your 
siteÕs needs.

Directory Structures
Almost all real projects include more than one directory. In a simple case, you might 
have a main directory for a software project that contains one or more source 
directories, along with other Þles and directories that contain program-related 
deÞnitions and resources.

This section discusses strategies for deÞning directory structures in JavaSafe 
workspaces and repositories.

Repository Directories
The basic JavaSafe repository structure is to deÞne one directory per repository. Each 
directory in a projectÕs directory structure should be a separate repository directory.

To associate selected repository directories together, you deÞne one or more 
conÞguration maps. A map gives the relative Þle location for repository directories so 
JavaSafe can include them all in a single operation (such as a Commit, Synchronize, or 
Build). When you want to operate on the directories at the same time, you name the 
conÞguration map to use for the operation.

This overall strategy is shown in FIGURE 5-1, where ProjectA is a repository 
directory that contains a dbsrc and a src repository directory. Three other repository 
directories reside under src: namely h, c, and mak. You can operate independently on 
each repository directory when you want, then unite them in selected JavaSafe 
operations by using the conÞguration map.
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FIGURE 5-1 Repository Directories Related by a ConÞguration Map

When you follow this strategy, use JavaSafe to create mirroring work area and 
repository directory structures for you. To do this, you create one work area directory 
that is associated with the projectÕs main directory in the repository. Then when you 
use the conÞguration map to check out Þles from the repository, JavaSafe creates any 
missing directories in your workspace. This makes adding new users and creating a 
temporary work area easy.

FIGURE 5-2 shows how this looks for a simple example. Because the workspace 
mirrors the repository directory structure, relative references to Þle names and paths 
within programs are valid in all work areas into which the program Þles are checked 
out. Similarly, since conÞguration maps contain relative references to Þles (for 
example, ../../ProjectA) rather than absolute ones (for example, /Projects/
alpha/ProjectA), maps refer to the repository directories and also to directories in 
work areas that mirror the repository. This is important for compiling, and for any 
other situation where Þles contain cross-references to other Þles in a directory 
structure.

FIGURE 5-2 Workspace Directories Mirror Repository Directories
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Each repository directory has a .Repository.JavaSafe conÞguration Þle that 
JavaSafe uses to maintain repository information. It also includes a Þle with a name 
like JavaSafeBranch,v, which is used to maintain information about different 
branches in the repository. The mirroring workspace directories have a 
.WorkArea.JavaSafe conÞguration Þle in each work area.

Subdirectories in a Repository
In JavaSafe, the term subdirectory refers to a directory that is physically deÞned under 
the repository directory and whose contents are always included in repository-wide 
operations.

JavaSafe treats the subdirectory as an extension of the parent repository directory. You 
cannot operate on one without the other. For example, when you synchronize your 
workspace with a repository that includes subrepositories, you get the newest 
versions of Þles from the repository and all its subrepositories. Similarly, the Commit 
operation checks Þles into the repository and its subdirectories at the same time.

When you deÞne a directory as a subdirectory in JavaSafe, the subdirectoryÕs Þles are 
always committed, synchronized, and built along with the parent directoryÕs Þles.

FIGURE 5-3 shows two subdirectories deÞned from the c directory. Since JavaSafe 
treats the subdirectories as extensions of the c directory, the .proj Þles are included in 
any JavaSafe operation that operates on the entire c directory at one time. They are 
also included in any operations performed with the ProjA conÞguration map.

FIGURE 5-3 Repository Directory With Subdirectories
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If your work area does not have subdirectories when you synchronize with a 
repository that has subdirectories, JavaSafe creates mirroring subdirectories in your 
workspace.

Instead of having a .Repository.JavaSafe conÞguration Þle, a repository 
subdirectory has a .SubRep.JavaSafe Þle that JavaSafe uses to maintain subdirectory 
information. The mirroring work area directory does not have a conÞguration Þle; its 
conÞguration information is maintained in the parent directoryÕs 
.WorkArea.JavaSafe conÞguration Þle.

File Packages in a Repository
JavaSafe treats a Þle package as a single Þle, when you add it to the repository. 
JavaSafe checks the Þle package into and out of the repository as a single Þle.

You can treat any directory as a Þle package by adding the directory itself to your 
lineup. However, you cannot use the full range of JavaSafe features for Þles contained 
in the Þle package directory. For example, because a Þle package is checked into and 
out of the directory as one unit, you cannot check out an individual Þle from the 
repository, modify it, and check it in by itself.

Also, a Þle-package directory and its Þles are not saved as text Þles. This means, for 
example, that you cannot use the JavaSafe Þle merge facility on any Þles in the 
directory. Because they are not text Þles, JavaSafe stores the entire contents of each 
Þle-package Þle every time you check in the Þle package, rather than maintaining a 
record of incremental changes. This can signiÞcantly increase the amount of storage 
required for the directoryÕs Þles, especially if you frequently edit them and check 
them back in.

Branches
Use branches to work on different versions of the same Þle at any given time. Each 
branch is a collection of Þles that together represent a separate, concurrent 
development effort in the same overall project.

When a repository is Þrst created, it includes a single root branch, called 
Development. Until you change them, the access control settings for the root branch 
are all-inclusive, in that any user has complete access privileges to the root branch.

A new branch starts from an existing lineup in an existing branch in the repository. It 
inherits a copy of its parent branchÕs lineup and access control settings; both of these 
are thereafter independent of the parent branch. The child branch also inherits its 
parentÕs lineup of conÞguration maps. In this case, the inheritance is ongoingÑfor 
example, a new version of a map checked into the parent branch is automatically seen 
in the child unless the childÕs map lineup explicitly contains a different version of the 
same map.
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Branches
You can deÞne as many branches as you need. To easily identify the purpose of each 
branch, assign each branch a meaningful name, like Production and QA.

For reference information on creating branches, see Chapter 7: Command Line 
Reference.

Nesting Branches
You can create branches whose parents are themselves branches. For example, assume 
that an instability is introduced into the QA branch software at some point in QA 
testing. To enable testers to continue work while you Þx the instability, you could 
create a new Test branch that is nested from the QA branch, as shown in FIGURE 5-4. 
You populate the Test branch with the Þle versions the test team was using before the 
instability was introduced. All testing now occurs in the Test branch, while 
developers work to correct the Þles in the parent QA branch. JavaSafe separately tracks 
changes to Þle versions in each branch.

FIGURE 5-4 Nested Branches
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Attaching a Work Area
To work within a branch, create a work area and attach it to the branch. JavaSafe 
applies all work area operations to the attached branch. These operations are ones 
such as Add, Build, Check In, Check Out, Synchronize, and Commit. In terms of the 
JavaSafe command-line interface, these are js command operations.

Because each work area applies to a speciÞc branch, you can check out a version of a 
Þle from one branch in one work area and work on it separately from another version 
that you check out from another branch. This way, for example, you can work on the 
up-to-date version of a Þle in the Development branch, switch to your Production 
work area, make a quick correction to the old Production version of the same Þle, 
check it back into the Production branch, then switch back to your Development 
work area. Because each branchÕs work is conducted in a separate work area, you can 
safely modify different versions of the same Þle at one time.

In contrast, your repository-level commands (jsr commands) are applied to the root 
branch in the repository, unless you specify otherwise. This ensures that repository-
wide speciÞcations are not accidentally made only to a branch.

Lineups in Child Branches
A child branch starts with a lineup straight from its parent. The child branchÕs lineup 
changes, however, to reßect changes you make in the branch, just as the parentÕs 
lineup changes based on changes you make in that branch.

JavaSafe stores information about each lineup in each branch, so you can reconstruct 
the Þles in any lineup in a branch at any time. Each lineup is stored as a text block 
containing the Þle name and version number of each Þle in the lineup. This 
information is stored in a Þle, so each branch lineup is saved as a separate version in 
the Þle. This Þle has a name, such as JavaSafeBranch,v. For branches other than the 
root branch, the branch ID is inserted in the Þle name before the comma. For example, 
if the branch ID were .3.2.1, the Þle name would be JavaSafeBranch.3.2.1,v.

The term branch version refers to a single lineup from a single branch.

Naming Branch Versions
You can assign a unique name to any branch version to make it easier to identify that 
version. For example, if you think you have Þxed a problem in a given lineup, you 
can assign the name FixedProblem1 to the branch version for that lineup.

As an additional option, you can assign checkpoint numbers to signiÞcant branch 
versions. For example, assume developers in your organization check in tested, 
changed modules each Friday morning so you can create a master lineup of all the 
modules and then issue a build for the lineup in the afternoon. If you checkpoint each 
FridayÕs master lineup, you can easily roll back to any build.
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Access Control Within Branches
When you create a branch in a repository, access to it is unrestricted even for the root 
branch. You can use JavaSafe facilities to specify who can access any branch for 
administrative control, writing, and reading. This can be done at the user level, the 
group level, or a combination of the two.

Access control generally becomes an issue when you start releasing production 
software. To limit your exposure to error, you need to control who can make changes. 
Because you can control each branch separately, you can continue mainline 
development with your full team on one branch, while limiting access to the release 
code on another. 

In JavaSafe, you can control the following levels of access for each branch:

■ Administrative access Ð Each branch has an optional administrator user and an 
optional administrative group. If neither is set, anyone with write access to the 
branch can administer it. Administrators are the only ones who can change the 
access to a branch. Administrators automatically have full access, regardless of 
the other access settings.

■ Read access Ð Each branch has a list of readers, a list of reader groups, and a list 
of non-readers. Anyone whose user name is in the list of non-readers cannot read 
the branch; otherwise, anyone whose user name is in the list of readers or who 
belongs to one of the reader groups can read the branch and others cannot.

■ Write access Ð Each branch has a list of writers, a list of writer groups, and a list 
of non-writers. Anyone whose user name is on the list of non-writers is denied 
write access. Otherwise, your name must appear on the list of writers or you must 
belong to one of the writer groups to have write access.

If the reader, reader group, writer, and writer group lists for a branch are empty, 
everyone has read and write access to that branch except for any individuals in the 
non-readers and non-writers lists. If the reader and reader group lists are empty, 
everyone has read access except those in the non-readers list.

The jsr restrict command, which sets branch access, is described in Chapter 7: 
Command Line Reference.
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Merging Branches
When development within a child branch ends, typically you merge the changes from 
the child branch into parent branch. For example, after maintenance programmers Þx 
a bug from the previous release in their branch, you merge their Þles with the current 
development Þles to Þx the bug in newer versions of the software. You might also 
merge changes from the Development branch into other child branches to incorporate 
enhancements made in the development versions of Þles.

To merge changes from different branches, you use the JavaSafe Þle merge facility, 
which is available both in the JavaSafe application and from the command line. This 
facility combines two versions of the same Þle, creating a merged version. JavaSafe 
ßags locations where it cannot safely merge the two Þles, letting you decide what 
changes to make.

Because the JavaSafe Þle merge facility knows the version numbers of the two Þle 
versions you merged, it knows how to construct the version number for the merged 
Þle when you check it in. For example, if you merge File A from the root branch into 
File A in a child branch and then check the Þle into the child branch, this fact is 
reßected in the merged ÞleÕs version number.

For more information on the JavaSafe Þle merge facility, see ÒText File Merge Facility 
and Multiple File VersionsÓ on page 70. File version numbers are discussed later in 
this section; see particularly ÒFile Version Numbers in Child BranchesÓ on page 67.

Releasing a BranchÕs Files Into Another Branch
Another way to update the versions of Þles in a branch is to release another branchÕs 
versions into it. For example, when you are ready to produce the next production 
version of your software, you might release the current development versions of the 
Þles into the Production branch. This way, Production again contains the most 
recent software that has been distributed.
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▼ To Release a BranchÕs Files Into Another Branch

These instructions demonstrate how to release a branchÕs Þles into another branch by 
releasing the Þles in the current Development branch into the Production branch.

1. In the Branches portion of the Workspace window, choose Production.

FIGURE 5-5 Branches Portion of the Workspace Window (200%)

2. Choose Attach to Branch from the Workspace menu.
This attaches your work area to the Production branch.

3. Select the Development branch, then select all the Þles in the Files list.

4. Choose Check Out from the File menu or click the Check out button.
This checks out all the current Development Þles in the Production branch.

5. Select the Production branch, then the work area lineup.
This synchronizes to the desired version of the Þrst branch (Development). 
If there are any Þles in the Files list that do not have lock icons next to them, these 
Þles have been removed from the Development branch and must correspondingly be 
removed from the Production branch. Select the Þles and select the Remove 
command of the Files menu.

6. Choose Commit from the Workspace menu or click the Commit button.
This releases the versions of the Þles from the Development branch into the 
Production branch and removes any Þles from the Production branch that were 
removed from the Development branch After this operation completes, the two 
branches have matching Þles and versions.

Note Ð To make sure that everyone uses branches in the same way at your site, 
develop a strategy for when to create a new branch, how to name a branch, when to 
merge a branch, and whether to reuse a branch.
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Version Numbers
JavaSafe tracks branch versions and Þle versions independently for each branch. 

■ Each branch version receives a version number that uniquely identiÞes it within 
the branch. The Þrst branch version in a new branch is 1.1, the next one is 1.2, and 
so forth.

■ Each Þle version receives a version number that uniquely identiÞes it within the 
entire repository. This way, you can check out different versions of the same Þle 
from the same branch or from different branches and JavaSafe can track each one 
independently.

JavaSafe assigns and increments version numbers automatically, so you do not need 
to keep track of which number to assign next. However, an understanding of the way 
JavaSafe constructs version numbers can be helpful, especially if you work in an 
environment with branches.

Branch Version Numbers
A branch version number has two parts:

■ A base version number, which starts at 1 when you deÞne the branch

■ A branch-speciÞc number, which JavaSafe increments each time you save the 
branch version

For example, the Þrst branch version saved in a given branch has version number 1.1. 
The next branch version is 1.2, and so forth.

You can change the base version number in a branch to a higher integer by using the 
jsr setBaseVersion command. For example, when you start work on release 2 of 
your software, you can change the base version number for the repositoryÕs root 
branch to 2. The next time you check a lineup into that branch, JavaSafe assigns it 
branch version number 2.1. The next version of the lineup is branch version number 
2.2, and so forth.

You can specify a base version number for any branch, and you can change it when 
needed. The base version number applies only to the branch where it is set; it is not 
inherited by child branches.
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File Version Numbers in the Root Branch
File version numbers have two parts in the repositoryÕs root branch:

■ The base version number for the branch (described in ÒBranch Version NumbersÓ 
on page 66).

■ A Þle-speciÞc number, which JavaSafe increments each time you save the Þle. The 
Þrst time you check in a Þle it is version 1.1, the next time it is version 1.2, and so 
forth. After you change the base version number for the root branch to 2, the next 
time you check a Þle out of the branch, change it, and check it back into the 
branch, it is version 2.1.

File Version Numbers in Child Branches
If you check Þles from a parent directly into a child branch without making any 
changes, the Þles have the same version numbers as the parent branch. This is because 
the unchanged Þles are the same as the versions stored in the parent branch. When 
you check a new or changed Þle into the child branch, JavaSafe constructs a version 
number for the Þle from the following:

■ The Þle version number of the original Þle in the parent branch. (This enables 
JavaSafe to trace the origin of the Þle version.)

■ The branch ID number that JavaSafe assigned to this branch when you created it.

■ A Þle-speciÞc version number that JavaSafe increments by 1 each time you check 
in the Þle.

Branch ID Numbers
JavaSafe assigns branch ID numbers sequentially within each branch. For example, 
the Þrst child of the root branch has branch ID number .1, the next child of the root 
branch has branch ID number .2, and so forth.

In FIGURE 5-6, Production is the Þrst child of the root Development branch, and has 
branch ID number .1. For this reason, when you change File A and check it back into 
Production, creating branch version 1.2, the Þle receives version number 1.14.1.1, 
which is the original Þle version number (1.14), followed by the branch ID number 
(.1), followed by the incrementing number for the Þle version (starts with 1). The next 
time you check in changes to the Þle, it is assigned version number 1.14.1.2.
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FIGURE 5-6 Version Numbers in a Child Branch

The branch ID notation indicates both the ID number itself and the level of the branch 
within the repository. Internally, the root branch has branch ID number 0 (zero), 
which indicates that it is the top-level branch in the repository.

A single term after a period (such as .1 or .2) means that the branch ID number is for 
a direct child of the root branch. A child of one of these child branches has a two-term 
branch ID, indicating that it is a grandchild of the root branch.

For example, assume the QA branch in FIGURE 5-7 has branch ID .2. Its Þrst child, the 
Test branch, has branch ID .2.1. The two terms mean that Test is a grandchild of the 
root branch. The Þrst term (.2) is the branch ID for the QA branch, which is the Test 
branchÕs parent. The Þnal term (.1) indicates that Test is the Þrst child of QA.
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FIGURE 5-7 Version Numbers in Nested Branches

File version numbers in the Test branch continue from the version numbers in the QA 
branch with the addition of two more terms. For example, File B version 2.19.2.3 
becomes version 2.19.2.3.1.1 when you change it and check it back in. These Þnal two 
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terms (1.1) are the branch ID for the Test branch within the QA branch (.1), followed 
by the ÞleÕs incrementing number (starts with 1). The next time you check in changes 
to the Þle, it is assigned version number 2.19.2.3.1.2.

Notice that in FIGURE 5-7, JavaSafe constructs a Þle version number with the proper 
number of terms for Þle A when it is changed and checked into the Test branch. In 
this constructed Þle version number, 2.28.2.1.1.1:

■ The Þrst two terms (2.28) are the Þle version number from the root branch.

■ The next two terms (2.1) are constructed from the QA branch ID number (.2), 
which is embedded in the Test branch ID number 2.1, followed by a 1 indicating 
that this is the Þrst time this version has been saved.

■ The Þnal two terms (1.1) are the branch ID for the Test branch (.1) followed by 
the ÞleÕs incrementing number (starts with 1).

Also notice that in a child branch such as the QA branch in FIGURE 5-7, changing the 
branchÕs base version number changes branch version numbers but does not affect Þle 
version numbers.

Text File Merge Facility and Multiple File Versions
By using branches, you can work on multiple versions of the same Þle at once, 
making different changes to each version. JavaSafe provides a Þle merge facility that 
helps you combine the contents of two different versions of the same Þle. This facility, 
which is fully integrated with the JavaSafe environment, is the preferred way to 
merge different versions of text Þles under JavaSafe control. (For non-text Þles, such 
as images or binary Þles, you must merge changes manually, because of the way 
information is stored in those Þles.)

The JavaSafe merge facility applies changes from a checked-in version of a Þle to the 
version you have in your work area. To make sure it applies changes correctly, the 
merge facility Þnds the common ancestor of both Þle versions, locates differences 
between the Þles in each direction, and then develops a new Þle that contains all 
changes from both Þles.

If the Þle merge facility Þnds a place where both Þle versions differ from the common 
ancestor, making it unclear how the affected lines should be combined, JavaSafe 
displays a warning message and places markers in the Þle to show what the two 
options are. Then it continues comparing and combining the Þles. You can edit the 
merged version of the Þle to correct conßicts, applying the appropriate changes. For 
example, only one of the two changes may be appropriate for the software release you 
are working on. Or, you might need to combine aspects of both changes.

The merged version of the Þle replaces the previous checked-out version in your work 
area. However, the original, uncombined versions are still in the repository and can be 
retrieved at any time. They can even be merged again if you make a mistake the Þrst 
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time. When you are satisÞed that the merged Þle contains the corrections you want 
and that it works with the other Þles in the projectÑfor example, it compiles and runs 
correctlyÑyou check the merged Þle into the appropriate branch.

For example, assume you are editing version 2.1 of File A in the root Development 
branch, starting to add functionality for the new release 2 of your product. Then, 
someone Þnds a problem with version 1.9 of the Þle, the version that went out to 
customers in the production release.

To Þx the problem, you check version 1.9 out into the workspace attached to the 
Production branch, which is the branch where your site develops the current 
production release. After you correct the problem you check File A back into 
Production, creating version 1.9.1.1 of the Þle. To make sure this problem is also Þxed 
in the new software release, you merge your corrections from version 1.9.1.1 into the 
newer version 2.1 of the Þle.
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Chapter 6:

ConÞguration Maps

This chapter describes conÞguration maps, which enable you to work on different 
repositories at the same time. This chapter covers the following topics:

■ ÒWhat Are ConÞguration Maps?Ó on page 73
■ ÒCreating and Editing a ConÞguration MapÓ on page 76
■ ÒHow a ConÞguration Map Relates to a BuildÓ on page 77
■ ÒExamples of ConÞguration MapsÓ on page 79
■ ÒSyntax for ConÞguration Map StatementsÓ on page 86

What Are ConÞguration Maps?
A conÞguration map provides a way to deÞne many directories as a group. JavaSafe 
commands work on individual directories, one at a time. In order for a single 
operation to effect more than one directory, you must deÞne a set of directories as a 
group. By using a conÞguration map, you can synchronize, commit, or build all the 
Þles of a project at one time. In addition to the list of all directories that you want to 
include in an operation, a conÞguration map can also include other maps. This makes 
it easy to break apart a large project into discrete subsets that you can manage 
separately or all together.

When you synchronize your work areas based on a conÞguration map, that 
conÞguration map becomes the default for other map-wide operations in your current 
working session. Until then, you must be in the work area directory that is attached to 
the repository directory where that conÞguration map is deÞned (or in the repository 
directory itself).

Default ConÞguration Maps
There are two default maps for every directory. JavaSafe automatically generates a 
map called __all__ for all repositories and a map called __work__ for all work 
areas. The following example details how these maps work by using the Project A 
directory structure shown in FIGURE 6-1.

The __all__ map in the ProjectA repository contains the names of all the directories 
in the repository relative to the /ProjectA directory. This list includes dbsrc, src, c, 
h, mak, Eng.proj, and Fr.proj.
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FIGURE 6-1 Example Repository Structure for the __all__ Map

Assume that you create a workarea called my_workarea and synchronize it with the 
__all__ map of ProjectA. The __work__ map now consists of the directories ., 
dbsrc, src, c, h, mak, Eng.proj, and Fr.proj, just like the __all__ map.

Next, imagine that you add a repository, called doc, to ProjectA. The __all__ map 
is updated to include the new doc repository while the __work__ map remains static 
and does not include doc. To include doc, you need to...

Each directory has its own __work__ and __all__ maps. For example, the ProjectA/
src directoryÕs __all__ map would consist of ., c, h, mak, Eng.proj and Fr. Proj. 
Since the ProjectA/dbsrc directory has no contained repositories, its __all__ map 
would contain only the . directory.

What Is a Flattened ConÞguration Map?
A ßat map has all its references to other maps resolved and therefore it consists only 
of references to directories.

If you use a map that contains many references to other maps, the ßattening process 
can be time-consuming. Using the js flattenMap command, you can create a pre-
ßattened version of your map for speed. Because the ßat map created by js 
flattenMap is different from the original map, you typically give it a different name. 
The default name is mapFlat, that is, Flat appended to the original mapÕs name.
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What Is a Frozen ConÞguration Map?
A frozen conÞguration map gives you a simple way to maintain the conÞguration of 
an entire release. Even though many version control systems use the term freeze to 
indicate that the contents of a directory are no longer modiÞable, JavaSafe uses the 
term freeze to represent a snapshot of the project. The snapshot exists in parallel to 
the evolving project so that even though the snapshot cannot be changed, changes can 
still be made to the project.

When you freeze a conÞguration map, JavaSafe stores the conÞguration map 
deÞnition with all references to other conÞguration maps and repositories expanded 
to identify the speciÞc branch and lineup for each directory in the conÞguration map. 
With the addition of the branch and lineup information, you can use the frozen 
conÞguration map to precisely reconstruct this version of the project. You can check a 
frozen map into the repository and use its unique version number to maintain the 
conÞguration of the release. 

You can use the following JavaSafe commands to freeze the current lineup of Þles in 
all the directories referenced by the ProjA map, and then assign a descriptive name of 
Internal_01 to the saved version of map-wide lineup information:
js freezeMap ProjA ProjARelease
jsr nameVersion -mProjARelease Internal_01

The lineup information saved in this manner is called a frozen map Þle. It includes the 
full map deÞnition, with each reference to a repository directory expanded to specify 
the current repository lineup. JavaSafe saves the frozen map (with a different name 
from the original map) as a new version, enabling you to easily access any of the 
frozen conÞguration map lineups.

▼ To Freeze a Map

1. Choose Freeze Map from the Repository menu of the workspace window.
A Map Selection dialog box is displayed.

2. In the map selection dialog box, select the map you want to freeze and click Select.
The Save Map dialog box appears.

3. Name the map and, optionally, type a comment.

4. Click the appropriate button to close the Save Map dialog box.

■ To check the saved map into the repository, click Check in.
■ To save the map to a text Þle, click Save in File.
■ To display the map in the Transcript window, click Display.
■ To stop the process, click Cancel.
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Creating and Editing a ConÞguration Map
You can use the command line or the graphical user interface to create or edit a 
conÞguration map. 

Accessing a Map by Using the Command Line
Use the jsr subcommands putMap, getMap, removeMap, and freezeMap, and the js 
subcommands freezeMap, flattenMap, and listMap from the command line. 
Running js and jsr with the top-level -m option enables you to run the same 
subcommand in each directory listed in a given map. To make special use of a map, a 
number of other subcommands have their own -m options, notably js sync and js 
build. 

Accessing a Map by Using the Graphical User Interface
Open the Repository menu of the Workspace window and select either Open Map or 
Create Map. If you are creating a map, JavaSafe immediately opens the JavaSafe Map 
Editor. If you are opening an existing map, select the map you want to edit from the 
choices listed in the Map Selection dialog box. After you make your selection, 
JavaSafe opens the JavaSafe Map Editor. Use the Save and Save As commands from 
the JavaSafe Map EditorÕs Save menu to save your work.

DeÞning the Scope of the Map
When you deÞne a conÞguration map, include each directory and each map reference 
by specifying its path name relative to the directory in which your conÞguration map 
is deÞned.

You can deÞne as many conÞguration maps as are needed at a given site. For 
example, assume that you have four repositories: A, B, C, and D. For users who need all 
four directories, you can deÞne a conÞguration map that includes all four. You can 
deÞne another conÞguration map for users who need only directories A and B, a 
different conÞguration map for users who need A, B, and C, and so forth. A user who 
wants to work with a specialized set of directories, say A and D, can deÞne a 
workspace map with just those directories, and then use this conÞguration map for 
Synchronize, Commit, and Build operations.

You can create high-level maps that can be used to synchronize and build large 
collections of directories. For example, you can have shared-build workspaces that are 
synchronized and built nightly, and that are included in the compilation and linking 
search paths for each of the constituent directories. Shared-build directories enable 
developers to limit their number of work areas to those they actively use.
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Naming Conventions for Maps
JavaSafe appends keywords to the names of maps when you ßatten or freeze a map. 
For example, JavaSafe appends Flat to the name of a map when you ßatten a map. 
Also, JavaSafe appends Release to the name of a map when you freeze a map.

Keep these points in mind, when naming maps:

■ Always follow the name of a map with .JavaSafeMap

■ Do not name your personal maps with double underscore characters, such as 
__work__ and __all__. These signify JavaSafe-generated maps only.

■ Use meaningful names, such as Testing, Docs, or Source.

■ Flat-map names should represent a point in time. Thus, consider names such as 
Beta_Candidate, Release_Candidate, GUIComplete, or DemoDone.

How a ConÞguration Map Relates to a Build
A conÞguration map can include build commands. By using build commands in a 
conÞguration map, you can simultaneously build multiple directories, specify 
separate build options for each directory, or issue different build options within the 
map.

There are several ways to specify builds in a conÞguration map:

■ The top-level DefaultBuilds statement deÞnes builds that apply by default to 
every directory included in the map.

■ The Builds statement of a directory item deÞnes builds that apply only to that 
single directory. If one of these builds has the same name as a default build, it 
supersedes the default build for this directory.

■ The KeepBuilds statement of a map or directory item explicitly lists the default 
builds that apply to the item; all other default builds are discarded for the item.

■ The OmitBuilds statement of a map or directory item names the default builds 
that will be discarded for the item; all other default builds will still apply.

Default builds accumulate as maps are included. Default builds are inherited from 
enclosing maps, with the included mapÕs top-level builds superseding those of the 
enclosing maps. The default builds of a map item supersede the top-level builds of the 
included map. See ÒMaps With Default BuildsÓ on page 80 for more information.
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Maps and Builds
This sample map demonstrates builds. Suppose the project directory depends on a 
library built in the sibling directory ../Lib. Here is the text for the map:

Suppose you have named the above map Source. To synchronize and build the 
library and project, issue the following commands from the project work area:
js sync -mSource
js build all

If the work area ../Lib does not yet exist, the js sync command creates it. The js 
build command uses the last map synchronized to by default. Here, you would 
specify build all to run make k in the Lib work area and make in the project 
workspace.

Any directory item that does not include a build of a given name is skipped when 
running that build. For example, if you were to run js build debug, the Lib 
workspace would be skipped, because it does not contain a build named debug.

CODE EXAMPLE 6-1 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project and its library.";
Items = (

{ Dir = "../Lib";
  Builds = {

all = "make -k";
  };
},
{ Dir = ".";
  Builds = {
 all = "make";

debug = "make debug";
  };
},

);
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Examples of ConÞguration Maps
The examples in this section illustrate how to use the conÞguration map statements.

Simple Map
This example shows how to deÞne a simple map for synchronizing two related 
directories. 

Suppose you have a project directory and a subdirectory named Doc containing 
documentation for the project. ConÞguration maps work on the principle of parallel 
directory structures. To use a conÞguration map in a collection of work areas, they 
must be named the same relative to each other as their corresponding repositories.

Here is the text for the map:

The directory items are both minimal: they refer only to the relative directories, with 
no speciÞcs on branch or version, and no builds. Suppose you have the text stored in 
a Þle called simple.JavaSafeMap in the project workspace. This map could then be 
used in any JavaSafe command that calls for a map.

Leaving the map in a work area, however, limits its use to that one work area. To 
make it available to every work area attached to the repository, you must check the 
map in. The following command (run from the project work area) checks the map into 
the project repository:

This stores the map in an RCS Þle in the repository. To use this map to synchronize 
the work areas, run the following command (also from the project work area):

After you synchronize with a map, that map becomes the default. For example, you 
could enter the following command in either work area to commit both work areas:

CODE EXAMPLE 6-2 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project and its documentation";
Items = (

{ Dir = "."; },
{ Dir = "Doc"; }

);

jsr putMap simple

js sync -msimple

js -m commit
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Or you could use this command to see what would be committed using the map:

Note the absence of the map name after the -m option. JavaSafe uses the map that was 
last used if you do not specify an argument for the -m option.

Maps Within Maps
The script in this section shows you an example of a map that refers to other maps. 
This example refers to maps in the previous examples. Here is the text for the map:

This map would be stored in the parent directory of the project, and would be used to 
create or synchronize the entire project and everything it depends on all at once.

Maps With Default Builds
The script in this section extends the previous examples to illustrate the various ways 
you can specify builds. 

Modify the simple map as follows:

js -m info -c

CODE EXAMPLE 6-3 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project, its library, and its 
documentation.";
Items = (

{ Dir = project; Map = simple; },
{ Dir = project; Map = Source; }

);

CODE EXAMPLE 6-4 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project and its documentation";
Items = (

{ Dir = "."; },
{ Dir = "Doc"; KeepBuilds = (install); }

);
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Add some default builds to the Source map:

The top-level map becomes the following:

CODE EXAMPLE 6-5 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project and its library.";
DefaultBuilds = { install = "make install"; };
Items = (

{ Dir = "../Lib";
  Builds = {

all = "make -k";
  };
},
{ Dir = ".";
  Builds = {
 all = "make";
 debug = "make debug";
  };
}

);

CODE EXAMPLE 6-6 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project, its library, and its 
documentation.";
DefaultBuilds = {

all = "make all";
debug = "make debug CFLAGS=-DDEBUG";
install = "make -k install";

};
Items = (

{ Dir = project; Map = simple; },
{ Dir = project; Map = Source;
  DefaultBuilds = {

install = "make install INSTALLDIR=../../bin";
  };
},

);
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To illustrate how builds are handled, here is the ßattened version of the top-level 
map:

Take a look at each directory, and see how the builds were derived. The project/Doc 
directory is mentioned in the simple map, with KeepBuilds set to keep only the 
install build, so this is the only build it contains. The make -k install deÞnition of 
this build comes from the DefaultBuilds statement of the top-level map. The Lib 
directory is mentioned in the Source map and it gets its deÞnition of all from there. 
The directory gets its deÞnition of debug from the top-level DefaultBuilds 
statement, and its deÞnition of install from the DefaultBuilds statement of the 
map item that includes the Source map in the top-level map.

The only counter-intuitive set of builds in the ßattened map is the set for the project 
directory. This is the same as the DefaultBuilds set in the top-level map. What 
happened to the builds listed for it in the Source map?

The answer is that the project directory is listed in both sub-maps. The ßattening 
process keeps the Þrst occurrence of each directory found. If the directory reappears 
later, any builds that it contains are included in the directoryÕs set of builds, but do 
not override the builds already set.

To clarify this point, consider adding a new build to the Source mapÕs deÞnition of the 
project directory.

CODE EXAMPLE 6-7 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project, its library, and its 
documentation.";
Items = (

{Dir = "project"; Builds = {
"all" = "make all";
"debug" = "make debug CFLAGS=-DDEBUG";
"install" = "make -k install";
};

},
 {Dir = "project/Doc"; Builds = {
 "install" = "make -k install";
 };
 },

{Dir = "Lib"; Builds = {
 "all" = "make -k";
 "debug" = "make debug CFLAGS=-DDEBUG";
 "install" = "make install INSTALLDIR=../../bin";
 };
 }
);
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Here is the new deÞnition of the map:

When you ßatten the top-level map, the new special build is included in the result:

CODE EXAMPLE 6-8 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project and its library.";
DefaultBuilds = { install = "make install"; };
Items = (

{ Dir = "../Lib";
  Builds = {

all = "make -k";
  };
},
{ Dir = ".";
  Builds = {
  all = "make";

debug = "make debug";
special = "echo hello world";

  };
},

);

CODE EXAMPLE 6-9 

Version = 3;
Comment = "This map synchronizes the project, its library, and its 
documentation.";
Items = (

{Dir = "project"; Builds = {
"all" = "make all";
"debug" = "make debug CFLAGS=-DDEBUG";
"install" = "make -k install";
"special" = "echo hello world";
};

},
{Dir = "project/Doc"; Builds = {

"install" = "make -k install";
};

},
{Dir = "Lib"; Builds = {

"all" = "make -k";
"debug" = "make debug CFLAGS=-DDEBUG";
"install" = "make install INSTALLDIR=../../bin";
};
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Advanced ConÞguration Map Use
There are strategies for deÞning projects in separate repositories and then 
coordinating shared resources through conÞguration maps. These strategies include:

■ Logically grouping repositories for speciÞc operations. You can operate on each 
repository separately, committing, synchronizing, and building Þles within the 
repository as needed. Then, for speciÞc operations, you can use the conÞguration 
map to group the repositories together.

■ Tailoring conÞguration maps to provide easy and selective access to the group of 
repositories that different individuals need for their work.

■ DeÞning modular repositories, which are easier to maintain than one large 
repository with subdirectories.

A typical software development effort involves several different activities, including 
primary development, testing, release preparation, and maintenance. These activities 
typically occur at the same time, yet have an impact on different versions of Þles. For 
example, developers working on the next release of software work on the newest 
versions of Þles, while maintenance programmers generally work on earlier versions 
of the same Þles.

So that JavaSafe can simultaneously track changes to Þles in two or more different 
lineups, you deÞne separate branches in the repository. Each branch is a collection of 
Þles that together represent a separate, concurrent development effort in the same 
overall project.

For example, to Þx bugs in the previous release of software, you might start a 
Production branch from the General Availability (GA) lineup in your root 
Development branch, as shown in the following Þgure. You would then Þx problems 
in the separate Þle versions in the Production branch.

}
);

CODE EXAMPLE 6-9 
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FIGURE 6-2 Branches Start From Existing Lineups

As shown in the Þgure, you can deÞne more than one branch at a time. The QA branch 
starts from the development-freeze lineup for the new release, enabling QA testers to 
test their own versions of Þles independently.
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General syntax rules for conÞguration map statements are:

■ All text is case-sensitive.

■ All names and string values are treated as strings. Any name can be surrounded 
by double quotation marks without changing its meaning. Likewise, any string 
value that does not contain any white space or certain punctuation characters can 
be entered without double quotation marks. (Punctuation characters that have 
special meaning to conÞguration map speciÞcations cannot be part of an 
unquoted string; these are parentheses, curly braces, equal signs, commas, and 
semicolons.)

■ All white space not within a double-quoted string is ignored. All white space 
within a double-quoted string is kept verbatim, including new line characters.

■ There is no syntax for comments. The only way to include any comments in a 
map is through the top-level Comment statement described in ÒComment 
StatementÓ on page 87.

■ Top-level statements and statements within curly braces are order-insensitive; 
statements within parentheses are order-sensitive.

■ Variables are shown in italics.

The general syntax for all conÞguration map statements is as follows:

Depending on the statement, value is a string or a list of statements in parentheses or 
curly braces.

name = value;
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Top-Level Statements
There are four top-level statements for conÞguration maps: Version, Comment, 
DefaultBuilds, and Items. Of these, Version and Items are required in every map, 
and Comment and DefaultBuilds are optional. The order in which the top-level 
statements appear makes no difference.

Version Statement

Syntax
Version = 3;

Description

This statement must appear in every conÞguration map, specifying a version number 
of 3. You can optionally surround the 3 with double quotation marks (for example, 
Ò3Ó) without changing its meaning. You can also surround the term Version with 
double quotation marks.

Comment Statement

Syntax
Comment = string;

Description

In the Comment statement, string is any legal string value, as described in ÒHow a 
ConÞguration Map Relates to a BuildÓ on page 77; usually it will be a double-quoted 
string that describes the purpose of the map. For example:
Comment = "This map includes all the directories needed to make the Lines 
application";
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DefaultBuilds Statement

Syntax
DefaultBuilds = {build-specs};

Description

In the DefaultBuilds statement, build-specs is zero or more build speciÞcations, each 
of which takes this form:
name = build-command;

Here, name is the name by which this build-command is known. In UNIX, the build 
command itself is a Bourne-shell command that is run within each of the mapÕs work 
areas by the js build name command. In Windows NT, the build command is a 
CMD.EXE command. In Windows 95, the build command is a COMMAND.COM 
command.

Items Statement

Syntax
Items = (item, item, ...);

Description

Each item in the list is one of the following:

■ A directory item, which describes a directory relative to the one containing the 
map.

■ A map reference item, which describes another conÞguration map that is 
recursively included in this map when this map is used

The order of items in the list determines the order in which all map-wide operations 
take place. For example, assume that a map includes two directory items, named 
directory A and B in that order. If you name the map when you commit, JavaSafe 
commits directory A before directory B. If you build using a map that includes build 
commands, each item is built in the order it appears in the map, giving you a simple 
way to deal with build dependencies between directories.
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Directory Items
A directory item refers to a particular directory relative to the directory the map is in, 
and it can also specify a particular branch and a particular version of that branch. 
Usually only a frozen map speciÞes the branch and version, though any map can.

A directory item can also contain a set of named build commands. These are used by 
js build to provide a simple mechanism for building diverse directories with a 
single command.

The general syntax for a directory item is:

{dir-item-statements}

where dir-item-statements is one or more of the Dir, BranchID, BranchName, Version, 
Builds, KeepBuilds, or OmitBuilds statements. All except the Dir statement are 
optional, and these statements can appear in any order.

Dir Statement

Syntax
Dir = relative-directory;

Description

In the Dir statement, relative-directory is a relative path name that identiÞes a 
repository directoryÕs location relative to the repository directory in which the 
conÞguration map is deÞned.

BranchID Statement

Syntax
BranchID = branch-id-number;

Description

In the BranchID statement, branch-id-number is the branch ID of a particular JavaSafe 
branch in the repository speciÞed by the Dir statement. Each branch has a unique ID. 
You can Þnd the ID of a branch using the jsr info -f command.
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BranchName Statement

Syntax
BranchName = branch-name;

Description

In the BranchName statement, branch-name is the name of a particular JavaSafe branch 
in the repository speciÞed by the Dir statement. If both BranchID and BranchName 
are included in the speciÞcation, BranchID is used and BranchName is ignored. You 
can Þnd the name of a branch using the jsr info -f command.

Version Statement

Syntax
Version = branch-version-number;

Description

In the Version statement, branch-version-number is the RCS revision number of a 
speciÞc version of the branch speciÞed by the BranchID or BranchName statement.

Builds Statement

Syntax
Builds = {build-specs};

Description

In the Builds statement, build-specs is zero or more build speciÞcations, each of which 
takes this form:
name = build-command;

Here name is the name by which this build-command is known.InUNIX, the build 
command itself is a Bourne-shell command that is run within each of the mapÕs work 
areas by the js build name command. In Windows NT, the build command is a 
CMD.EXE command. In Windows 95, the build command is a COMMAND.COM 
command.
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KeepBuilds Statement

Syntax
KeepBuilds = (build-name, build-name, ...);

Description

Each build-name in the list is the name of a build deÞned by the top-level 
DefaultBuilds statement or by the DefaultBuilds statement of a map that refers to 
this one. If this statement is present in an item, all build names not in the list are 
discarded from the set of builds for this item.

OmitBuilds Statement

Syntax
OmitBuilds = (build-name, build-name, ...);

Description

Each build-name in the list is the name of a build deÞned by the top-level 
DefaultBuilds statement or by the DefaultBuilds statement of a map that refers to 
this one. If this statement is present in an item, all build names listed are discarded 
from the set of builds for this item.

Map Reference Items
A map reference item refers to another conÞguration map, possibly within a different 
directory. It can also specify a particular JavaSafe branch and a particular version of 
the other conÞguration map. Whenever a map containing a map reference item is 
used (for synchronizing, building, and so on), the other map referred to is retrieved 
and its contents are included in the map being used.

The general syntax for a map item is:

where map-item-statements is one or more Map, Dir, BranchID, BranchName, Version, 
DefaultBuilds, KeepBuilds, or OmitBuilds statements. All except the Map statement 
are optional. These statements can appear in any order.

{map-item-statements}
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Map Statement

Syntax
Map = other-map-name;

Description

In the Map statement, other-map-name is the name of the other map that this item refers 
to.

Dir Statement

Syntax
Dir = relative-directory;

Description

In the Dir statement, relative-directory is a relative path name that identiÞes the 
location of the other map relative to the repository directory in which the current 
conÞguration map is deÞned. 

Note Ð Be sure to use a relative path name (for example, src/h) rather than an 
absolute path name (for example, /Development/ProjectA/src/h). The relative path 
name also applies within your workspace directory structure. This is why you can use 
the conÞguration map in your work area. This concept is illustrated in ÒExamples of 
ConÞguration MapsÓ on page 79.

BranchID Statement

Syntax
BranchID = branch-id-number;

Description

In the BranchID statement, branch-id-number is the branch ID of a particular JavaSafe 
branch in the repository speciÞed by the Dir statement. Each branch has a unique ID. 
You can Þnd the ID of a branch using the jsr info -f command.
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BranchName Statement

Syntax
BranchName = branch-name;

Description

In the BranchName statement, branch-name is the name of a particular JavaSafe branch 
in the repository speciÞed by the Dir statement. If both BranchID and BranchName 
are included in the speciÞcation, BranchID is used and BranchName is ignored. You 
can Þnd the name of a branch using the jsr info -f command.

Version Statement

Syntax

Version = map-version-number;

Description

In the Version statement, map-version-number is the RCS revision number of a speciÞc 
frozen version of the map speciÞed by the Map statement.

DefaultBuilds Statement

Syntax

DefaultBuilds = {build-specs};

Description

In the DefaultBuilds statement, build-specs is zero or more build speciÞcations, each 
of which takes this form:

name = build-command;

Here name is the name by which this build-command is known. In UNIX, the build 
command itself is a Bourne-shell command that is run within each of the mapÕs work 
areas by the js build name command. In Windows NT, the build command is a 
CMD.EXE command. In Windows 95, the build command is a COMMAND.COM 
command.
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KeepBuilds Statement

Syntax

KeepBuilds = (build-name, build-name, ...);

Description

Each build-name in the list is the name of a build deÞned by the top-level 
DefaultBuilds statement or by the DefaultBuilds statement of a map that refers to 
this one. If this statement is present in an item, all build names not in the list are 
discarded from the set of builds for this item.

OmitBuilds Statement

Syntax

OmitBuilds = (build-name, build-name, ...);

Description

Each build-name in the list is the name of a build deÞned by the top-level 
DefaultBuilds statement or by the DefaultBuilds statement of a map that refers to 
this one. If this statement is present in an item, all build names listed are discarded 
from the set of builds for this item.
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Chapter 7:

Command Line Reference

This chapter includes an overview of command syntax for the js command and the 
jsr command. The js and jsr commands provide the full functionality of the 
JavaSafe software from your systemÕs command line (your operating system shell).

Command Overview
The following conventions are used in this chapter and also in online displays:

■ [square brackets] surround optional speciÞcations.
■ The | bar separates alternative speciÞcations.

In this chapter, variables are shown in italics. 

Using the js Command
Use the js command to create work areas, get information about them, check Þles in 
and out, lock and unlock Þles, attach Þles to different branches of the repository, and 
synchronize a work area with any version of any branch of the repository.

The js command operates exclusively on the branch to which the work area is 
attached.
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js Command Syntax Summary
js [top-level-options] subcommand [options] [arguments]

TABLE 7-1 js Command Options 

Top-level Option Purpose

add Add Þles to the work area lineup

branch Attach to a different branch

build Build a conÞguration map

ci Check in individual Þles

co Check out individual Þles

commit Commit all changes to the repository

conformation Show the work area conformation

create Create a new work area

diff Show differences

flattenMap Create a ßat version of a conÞguration map

freezeMap Freeze a version of a conÞguration map

info Show information about the repository and work area

list List Þles in the work area

listMap List directories in a map

lock Lock individual Þles

log Show log information

merge Merge divergent changes

remove Remove Þles from the work area lineup

setRepository Change the repository path

sync Synchronize the work area with the repository

unlock Unlock individual Þles

version Show the JavaSafe version number
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Using the jsr Command
Use the jsr command to create repositories, get information about them, add and 
rename branches, set up access control, name versions of branches, and set up 
conÞguration maps.

The jsr command has a repository-wide perspective. Unless you specify otherwise, 
jsr operates on the repositoryÕs root branch, even when run from a work area 
attached to a different branch.

Note Ð Solaris users may run jsd, the JavaSafe Daemon, to enable off-site users to 
access repositories via the Internet. Off-site users can create work areas on their 
computers and attach them to the repositories served by jsd using the standard 
JavaSafe interface.

jsr Command Syntax Summary
jsr [top-level-options] subcommand [options] [arguments]

TABLE 7-2 jsr Command Options 

Top-level Option Purpose

addBranch Add a new branch

checkpoint Generate a version name for a branch

clearRepository Clear out stale semaphore Þles

compact Delete unwanted versions

create Create a new repository

defaultType Set default Þle type for Þle extensions

destroyBranch Delete a branch

freezeMap Freeze a version of a conÞguration map

getMap Extract a conÞguration map

info Show information about the repository

list List Þles in a branchVersion

nameVersion Name a version of a branch or map

putMap Add or replace a conÞguration map
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Entering a Command
You type a js or jsr command on your systemÕs command line. As with any shell 
command, the entire command must Þt on one line unless you continue it using your 
shellÕs convention for continuing lines.

You can also use js and jsr commands in scripts. When you do this, use the -q 
(quiet) top-level option in each command to suppress messages during command 
operation.

Specifying Files and Directories
Your normal operating-system conventions apply when specifying Þle and directory 
names. You can use wildcards in Þle names. For example, to lock all Þles whose 
names start with m_193, specify js lock m_193*.

Specifying Command Options
You can specify as many command options as apply:

■ Top-level options follow js or jsr but come before the subcommand.

■ Options that apply to an individual subcommand, such as addBranch for jsr, 
follow the subcommand.

A hyphen (-) shows where each option begins. The option must immediately follow 
the hyphen, without any spaces between the hyphen and the numeral. For example:
-l. You can include options in any order.

removeMap Remove a conÞguration map

renameBranch Rename a branch

restrict Restrict access to a branch

setBaseVersion Set the base version number for a branch

setFileType Make Þles text or binary

setHooks Set paths for hooks

setLockType Set lock type to shared or exclusive

version Show the JavaSafe version number

TABLE 7-2 jsr Command Options (Continued)

Top-level Option Purpose
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You can group options that do not require additional arguments, placing the grouped 
options after one hyphen, with no spaces within the group. For example: 
-ln.

With some options, you specify an additional value immediately after the option; for 
example, -mNewProj (where NewProj is a conÞguration map). The additional value 
cannot be preceded by a space but must be followed by one. You can put the option 
and its value at the end of a group of options. For example: -lnmNewProj.

Top-Level Options
Both js and jsr accept the top-level options described in TABLE 7-3.

TABLE 7-3 js and jsr Top-Level Options 

Option Purpose

-cdirectory Change directory. This option changes the directory from which 
js or jsr is run and prints a message to conÞrm the new 
directory name. 

-Cdirectory Change directory. This option changes the directory from which 
js or jsr is run without printing a message to conÞrm the new 
directory name.

-h Help. Specifying this option with a command (for example, js 
-h ci) returns the usage for that particular subcommand. 
Specifying this option alone (for example js -h) returns the 
usage for the whole command.

-k Keep going through map. This option means to continue 
repeating the subcommand for each directory listed in map, 
even if it returns an error. You can only use this option when -m 
or -R is used. Without this option, an error in any directory 
causes JavaSafe to ask whether to continue through the map.

-mmap Repeat for each directory in map. This option means to repeat 
the given subcommand for each directory listed in map. If map is 
left blank and the command is run from a work area, the current 
map for the work area is used.

-q Quiet. This option suppresses all information-only messages. 
This is helpful, for example, for including commands in scripts.
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Here is an example of applying a command to all directories in a map. Say that you 
want to unlock all Þles you have locked throughout several work areas listed in a map 
named DemoMap. You can do this with the following command:
js -mDemoMap unlock -a

If DemoMap includes the directories ., undo.subproj, and textUndo.subproj, the 
above command is equivalent to the following three commands:
js -c. unlock -a
js -c undo.subproj unlock a
js -ctextUndo.subproj unlock -a

-R Recursive. This option means to repeat the given subcommand 
for each subdirectory under the current directory. For js, this is 
a shorthand for:

m__work__

And for jsr, this is a shorthand for:

m__all__

Recall that __work__ is an automatically created conÞguration 
map that contains the work area that is comprised of the work 
areas at and under the current directory, and __all__ is an 
automatically generated conÞguration map that 
correspondingly contains all repositories

-S (jsr only) Site Specify the repositoryÕs remote site. This option requires 
that c or C be included, which in this context provides the 
repositoryÕs location at site.

Uuser (jsr 
only) 

Specify the user to log in as at a site. -S (site) must be included 
too.

-vversion Specify a version of map. You can only use this option when m is 
used. Without this option, the latest (or current, if map is blank) 
version is used.

TABLE 7-3 js and jsr Top-Level Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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Date Format
JavaSafe follows RCS date usage, in which a date value can include these Þelds:
year month day hour minute second

You can specify one or more of these Þelds in any order, leaving the other Þelds to 
take on default values. The date Þelds are listed above in order from most to least 
signiÞcant. The signiÞcance of an omitted Þeld relative to the highest speciÞed Þeld 
determines its default value.

Note Ð When you specify a date with spaces to JavaSafe, enclose the date in quotation 
marks.

For example, if you want to list all the Þles that have changed since 2/20/98, specify 
Ò-d1998/02/20<Ò.

RCS documentation provides the following sample dates, all of which have the same 
value when local time is January 11, 1990, 8 PM PaciÞc Standard Time, which is eight 
hours west of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC):
8:00 pm lt
4:00 AM, Jan. 12, 1990
1990/01/12 04:00:00
Thu Jan 11 20:00:00 1990 LT
Thu Jan 11 20:00:00 PST 1990
Fri Jan 12 04:00:00 GMT 1990
Thu, 11 Jan 1990 20:00:00 -0800
Fri-JST, 1990, 1pm Jan 12
12-January-1990, 04:00-WET

TABLE 7-4 

SigniÞcance How Defaults Are Determined

Higher than highest 
speciÞed Þeld

Omitted Þelds receive the time zoneÕs current values. The 
default time zone is Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), 
formerly known as Greenwich Mean Time. To specify a 
different time zone, you can use LT for local time, or other 
common time zone abbreviations, such as PST for PaciÞc 
Standard Time.

Lower than highest 
speciÞed Þeld

Omitted Þelds receive the lowest possible value, given the 
information speciÞed by the Þeld.
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Symbolic Name Format
You can assign a symbolic name to a particular version of a branch or frozen 
conÞguration map to identify its purpose. The symbolic name must follow RCS rules: 
It must begin with a letter, and can contain letters, numbers, and any of the characters 
listed below. It cannot contain the period character.

_ ! " # % & ' ( ) * + - / < = > ? [ \ ] ^ ` { | } ~

Version Numbers and RCS Revision Numbers
In this chapter, the term RCS revision number refers to the version number for a Þle 
that you have placed under JavaSafe control by checking it into a repository. The term 
Òversion numberÓ refers to the version number of a branch version or a frozen 
conÞguration map version.

In fact, all of these version numbers are internally generated by RCS. The use of two 
different terms for version numbers reßects the different command options -r 
(version numbers for Þles) and -v (version numbers for branch versions and frozen 
conÞguration map versions).

Redirecting Output
Almost all command-line commands direct their output to the standard output device 
of your system. The information contained in the output is typically a message. You 
can use the standard redirection commands of your system to store the output 
someplace other than the standard output device. For example, the following 
command shows how you can redirect js info to a Þle:

where source_Þlename is the name of the Þle that you want information about and 
output_Þlename is the name of the Þle where you want to store the information.

The following sections explain how you can redirect the output from speciÞc js and 
jsr commands.

js info source_Þlename > output_Þlename
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Redirecting js commands
Most js commands direct their output to the standard output device of your system. 
The default destination of the output from the following commands, however, is a Þle:

■ js co
■ js freezeMap
■ js flattenMap

You can override the default and redirect the output of these commands to your 
standard output. The following command shows how to do this for the js co 
command:

where Þlename is the name of the Þle you are checking out. 

You can redirect the output of the js freezeMap and js flattenMap commands to the 
standard output device by using the -p option of each command. For example the 
following js freezeMap command directs a frozen version of the __all__ map to the 
standard output device of your system instead of a Þle:

Redirecting jsr Commands
All jsr commands, with the following two exceptions, direct their output to the 
standard output device of your system:

■ jsr freezeMap 
■ jsr getMap 

You can use the -p option of these commands to redirect their output to the standard 
output device of your system in exactly the same way that you use the -p option of 
their js command counterparts.

js co -pipe Þlename

js freezeMap -p
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smjs Command
The general usage for js is:

The js subcommands are presented in alphabetical order, along with their options 
and arguments.

In the absence of a command-level c or C option, js operates on the work area 
directory that contains the current directory. Before using js, you must change to the 
appropriate work area directory or one of its subordinate subdirectories.

add

Syntax
js add [-a] [-f[l|o]] [-t[b|t]] [Þles...]

Description

Add the speciÞed Þles to the work area lineup. A later js commit checks the Þles into 
the repository.

js subcommand [options] [arguments]

TABLE 7-5 add Options

Option Purpose

-a Automatically add Þles. This option causes JavaSafe to run the 
jsautoadd hook and add the Þles it says should be added.

-fl,-fo Force inclusion of symbolic links (-fl) or of original Þles rather than 
symbolic links (-fo). If any of the Þles being added are symbolic 
links, JavaSafe will normally ask which of these alternatives you 
want. These options pre-empt that question.

-tb, -tt Set the type of the added Þles to binary (-tb) or to text (-tt). When 
you omit these options, the type of the Þles is decided based on their 
names. (See jsr defaultType for more information.) In addition, if 
the type of the Þle is text, JavaSafe scans the Þle and asks you for 
conÞrmation if it appears to be binary. 
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branch

Syntax
js branch [-B] new-branch

Description

Attach the work area to a different branch in the repository.

build

Syntax
js build [-kn] [-mmap [-vversion]] [build-name]

Description

Run the speciÞed build from a conÞguration map. This builds all the work areas for 
which the speciÞed build name is deÞned in the map. The default map used is the one 
last used to synchronize the current work area; you can override this with the 
-m option. The default build name is the one you last used to build with.

TABLE 7-6 branch Option

Option Purpose

-B Treat new-branch as a branch ID rather than a branch name.

TABLE 7-7 build Options

Option Purpose

-k Keep going even if errors occur during any of the build commands. 
Normally, js build stops after the Þrst failure.

mmap Use the speciÞed conÞguration map as the source for the build. If m is 
speciÞed with no map name or is not speciÞed, js build uses the 
map that was last used to synchronize the current work area.

-n Do not execute the build commands, just print them.

-vversion Use the speciÞed version of map.
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ci

Syntax
js ci [-lsqx] [-f[rloi]] [-t[b|t]] [-Mmessage] Þles...

Description

Check in individual Þles. Works just like js commit, except only on the Þles you 
specify. If any speciÞed Þle is new, js ci does an implicit js add before checking it in.

TABLE 7-8 ci Options 

Option Purpose

-fi Force the check in of incompatible versions. Normally, if the version 
of a Þle you are checking in is not current, JavaSafe asks you conÞrm 
the check in.

-fl, -fo Force inclusion of symbolic links (-fl) or of original Þles rather than 
symbolic links (-fo) for Þles that are new to JavaSafe. If any new Þles 
are symbolic links, JavaSafe normally asks which of the alternatives 
you want. These options pre-empt that question.

-fr Delete Þles from the work area that are being removed from the 
branchÕs lineup even if you have changed them in the work area since 
retrieving them. Without this option, js ci asks whether to delete 
Þles you have changed.

-l Retain any locks while committing. Normally js ci releases locks as 
it goes. Also, if any of the Þles are new, -l locks them using the 
default lock method for the branch.

-Mmessage Use message as the single log message. Normally js ci prompts for 
log messages for all Þles being checked in, including the branch-
version Þle.

-q If a Þle is being removed from the branchÕs lineup and you have 
changed it in the work area since you retrieved it, this option tells js 
ci not to delete it from the work area, and not to ask whether to 
delete it. Warning messages tell you which removed Þles are not 
deleted.
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co

Syntax
js co [-afsux] [-plain] [-pkg] [-bbranch] [-ddate] [-vversion] [-rrevision] [Þles...]

Description

Check out individual Þles, locked. When not modiÞed by any options, the co 
subcommand checks out and locks the current versions of the speciÞed Þles using the 
default locking method for the branch (see ÒsetLockTypeÓ on page 146). If you 
already have the correct version of the Þle, co locks it.

-s Like -l, except locks on new Þles are shared.

-tb, -tt Set the type of any new Þles to binary (-tb) or to text (-tt). Without 
these options, the type of the Þles is decided based on their names. 
(See jsr defaultType for more information.) In addition, if the 
type of the Þle is text, JavaSafe scans the Þle and asks you for 
conÞrmation if it appears to be binary.

-x Like -l, except locks on new Þles are made exclusive.

TABLE 7-9 co Options 

Option Purpose

-a Try to check out all the Þles.

-bbranch Obtain the version of each Þle listed in the lineup of the speciÞed 
branch. The default is the branch to which the work area is 
connected. The lock for the Þles is always set in the branch to which 
the work area is attached. Specifying -b with no name is a shortcut 
for specifying the parent branch.

-ddate Use the version of the chosen branch that was in effect at the 
speciÞed date (and time). See ÒDate FormatÓ on page 101 for details 
about date values.

-f Check Þles out, replacing the versions you have changed in your 
work area. Without this option, js co asks whether to check out Þles 
you have changed.

TABLE 7-8 ci Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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commit

Syntax
js commit [-lnqsx] [-f[ilor]] [-t[b|t]] [-Mmessage]

Description

Commit all changes to the repository. This causes any Þles you have changed or 
added to be checked in, and any Þles you have deleted to be removed from the 
repositoryÕs lineup but not from the repository.

This command calls the jsautoadd hook to generate a list of Þles to be added to the 
work area before committing. However, the jsautoadd hook is turned off by default 
so it will not generate a list of new Þles to add to the work area unless you activate it.

-pkg Treat each Þle as a Þle package, if there are both a plain-Þle and a 
package version of the Þle.

-plain Treat each Þle as plain, if there are both a plain-Þle and a package 
version of the Þle.

-rrevision Get the version of each Þle that has this RCS revision number. 
Without this option, co gets the version listed in the lineup of the 
speciÞed branch.

-s Obtain shared locks for the Þles.

-u DonÕt lock the speciÞed Þles.

-vversion Use the speciÞed version of the chosen branch. version is either the 
branch version number or a symbolic name attached to the branch-
version Þle.

-x Obtain exclusive locks for the Þles.

TABLE 7-9 co Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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Note Ð Although js commit removes Þles from the lineup, they are not deleted from 
the repository. You can always get back to a Þle that you have removed from the 
lineup by using the js co command. Its options are described in TABLE 7-9.

TABLE 7-10 commit Options 

Option Purpose

-fi Force the check in of incompatible versions. Normally, if the version 
of a Þle you are checking in is not current, JavaSafe asks you to 
conÞrm check in.

-fl, -fo Force inclusion of symbolic links (-fl) or of original Þles rather than 
symbolic links (-fo) for any Þles that are added by js commit. If any 
new Þles are symbolic links, JavaSafe normally asks which of these 
alternatives you want. These options pre-empt that question.

-fr Delete Þles from the work area that are being removed from the 
branchÕs lineup even if you have changed them in the work area since 
retrieving them. Without this option, js commit asks whether to 
delete Þles you have changed.

-l Retain any locks while committing. Normally js commit releases 
locks as it goes. Also, if any Þles are new, -l locks them using the 
default lock method for the branch.

-Mmessage Use message as the single log message. Normally js commit prompts 
for log messages for all Þles being checked in, including the branch-
version Þle.

-n Do not use the jsautoadd hook to generate a list of Þles to be added 
to the work area before committing. Normally, js commit calls this 
hook. 

-q If a Þle is being removed from the branchÕs lineup and you have 
changed it in the work area since you retrieved it, this option tells js 
commit not to delete it from the work area, and not to ask whether to 
delete it. Warning messages tell you which removed Þles are not 
deleted.
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conformation

Syntax
js conformation [-Q] [-mmap [-vversion]]

Description

Shows how closely a work area conforms to its branch. Alternatively, if a map is 
speciÞed in the command, it shows how closely the set of work areas conforms to the 
map.

Note Ð When you want to freeze a map from a work area, rather than a repository, use 
js conformation to tell you whether the js freezeMap command will succeed. Do 
not use js freezeMap if any of the work areas speciÞed in the map fail to conform to 
some lineup of its corresponding repository. For more information, see js freezeMap.

You can compile this information into a program as a concise way of showing exactly 
what versions of Þles, branches, and conÞguration maps were used to create the 
program. For example, you could add Conformation.o to the dependency list of the 
program in your make Þle. Then, add the following rule (replacing the string 
$(everything_the_program_depends_on) with a list of everything the program depends 
on):

-s Like -l, except locks on new Þles are made shared.

-tb, -tt Set the type of any new Þles to binary (-tb) or to text (-tt). Without 
these options, the type of the Þles is decided based on their names. 
(See jsr defaultType for more information.) In addition, if the type 
of the Þle is text, JavaSafe scans the Þle and asks you for conÞrmation 
if it appears to be binary. On Windows NT, treating a binary Þle as 
text often destroys the Þle when it is checked into a JavaSafe 
repository.

-x Like -l, except locks on new Þles are made exclusive.

TABLE 7-10 commit Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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This make Þle example runs js conformation -Qm whenever the program is 
relinked. This means that the global variable JavaSafeConformation always has the 
up-to-date map conformation for the program (or the string ÒNo conformation 
information availableÓ if js fails for any reason). You can use this string to print out 
detailed version information for your program. For an example, see ÒversionÓ on 
page 126, which prints the conformation of JavaSafe.

Note Ð You can encounter inconsistent results from the make utility with this 
command. When working with a conÞguration map, be sure to make every directory 
in the map or you might include a conformation report that is not an accurate picture 
of the versions actually used to create the program. This is because js conformation 
only reports on the current state of work areas.

CODE EXAMPLE 7-1 

Conformation.o: $(everything_the_program_depends_on)
@/bin/echo "Generating work area conformation..."
@/bin/echo 'char JavaSafeConformation[] = ' > Conformation.c
@if js conformation -Qm >> Conformation.c ; \
 then /bin/echo ; >> Conformation.c ; \
 else /bin/echo 'char JavaSafeConformation[] = \

"No conformation information available\\n";' \
> Conformation.c ; \
/bin/echo "*** could not generate conformation" ;\

 fi
@$(CC) $(ALL_CFLAGS) -c Conformation.c

TABLE 7-11 conformation Options

Option Purpose

-Q Print the report as a quoted C string. This option makes it easy to 
compile the report into your program.

-mmap Print the given mapÕs conformation instead of the work areaÕs. If -m is 
given with no map, JavaSafe uses the work areaÕs default map.

-vversion Report on a speciÞc version of map.
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create

Syntax
js create [-Ssite] [-Uuser] [-fn] [-mmap] work area-dir repository-dir
js create -s [-fn] [-mmap]relative-dirs...

Description

The Þrst form of this command creates a new work area in work area-dir, creating the 
directory if necessary, and connects it to the root branch of repository-dir. If -S is 
issued, then repository-dir is understood to be on the given remote site, which must be 
a Distributed JavaSafe server.

The second form must be run from an existing work area. It creates new work areas in 
the subdirectories named by relative-dirs and connects them to the repositoryÕs 
corresponding subdirectories, which must themselves be repositories. (These are 
independent work area directories deÞned under other work area directories, and the 
corresponding repository directories that are deÞned under other repository 
directories. They are not subdirectories in the sense of ProjectBuilder subdirectories.) 

For example, assume that /Repositories/A is a repository directory attached to the 
work area /work areas/A. Also assume that /Repositories/A/B is a repository 
directory. In this case, running js create -sB from /work areas/A creates /work 
areas/A/B and attaches it to /Repositories/A/B.

Note Ð You can also use the js sync command to create subordinate work areas. 
Typically, a top-level repository directory has a conÞguration map that refers to all the 
subordinate directories for a logical piece of the development effort; or you can use 
the predeÞned __all__ map, which lists every subordinate repository. Then, you only 
need to use js create to create the top-level work area, and js sync mmap (or js 
sync m__all__) creates all the subordinate work areas.

TABLE 7-12 create Options 

Option Purpose

-f Create repository without asking for conÞrmation.

-mmap Automatically synchronize the work area to the named map after the 
work area is established. The default map is __all__.

-n Do not synchronize the work area to any map.
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diff

Syntax
js diff [-bbranch] [-rrevision] [-rcsdiff-options] Þles...

Description

Compares the versions of the speciÞed Þles that are in the work area with checked-in 
versions. This does not work for Þle packages, only regular text Þles. Internally, this 
command runs the RCS command rcsdiff. If there are js diff options that it does 
not recognize, it passes them through to rcsdiff.

-s Create subsidiary work areas. If the existing work area is connected to a 
remote site, the subsidiary ones are, too. 

-Ssite Connect the new work area to the given remote site, which must be the 
site name of a Distributed JavaSafe server.

-Uuser Connect to the remote site as user. If this option is omitted, you are 
connected under your current user name on the local system.

TABLE 7-13 diff Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Use the version of each Þle listed in the lineup of the speciÞed 
branch. The default is the branch to which the work area is 
connected. Specifying -b with no name is a shortcut for specifying 
the parent branch.

-BbranchID Specify the branch by ID number instead of by name; otherwise, 
option is identical to -b. 

-rrevision Compare with the version of each Þle that has this RCS revision 
number. Without this option, js diff uses the version listed in the 
lineup of the speciÞed branch.

TABLE 7-12 create Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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flattenMap

Syntax
js flattenMap [-Mmessage | -n | -p] [-vversion] [-Ccomment] 
[map [ßatName]]

Description

Creates a ßattened version of map and checks it into the repository, leaves it in the 
work area, or pipes it to standard output. A ßat map is one that contains no references 
to other maps, only references to directories.

The name of the resulting map is ßatName, if that is given, or mapFlat (the name of 
the map with Flat appended). If map is missing or empty, js flattenMap ßattens the 
default map of the work area.

There are two reasons for using this command. One is to speed up the use of a map. 
A map with lots of references to other maps can slow JavaSafe performance. The other 
is to duplicate how JavaSafe uses maps: the ßattening that js flattenMap does is the 
same operation that every map-wide command in JavaSafe uses before starting its 
work.

TABLE 7-14 flattenMap Options

Option Purpose

-Ccomment Use comment as the resulting mapÕs comment. Without this option, 
the ßat map has the same comment as the original map.

-Mmessage Use message as the log message for the ßat map, which is checked 
in to the repository.

-n Do not check the ßat map into the repository. This option makes 
js flattenMap leave the ßat map in the work area.

-p Pipe the ßat map to standard output.

-vversion Flatten version of map.
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freezeMap

Syntax
js freezeMap [-Mmessage | -n | -p] [-vversion] [-Ccomment] [map [frozenName]]

Description

Freezes a version of map based on the current versions of the work areas that the map 
coordinates. (Contrast with jsr freezeMap, the alternative map-freezing mechanism.) 

The name of the resulting map is frozenName, if that is given, or mapRelease (the 
name of the map with Release appended). If map is missing or empty, js freezeMap 
freezes the work areaÕs default map. The resulting map is checked into the repository 
by default, but can instead be left in the work area or piped to standard output.

The purpose of this command is to enable you to gather stable versions of the various 
directories in map individually, rather than all at once (the way jsr freezeMap 
works). That is, if map contains directories A and B, you can work to stabilize A, 
synchronize to the stable version, then work to stabilize B while development 
continues on A. When B is stable you can then freeze the map based on the versions of 
A and B in your work areas, rather than whatever is current in the repository.

Note Ð Before you use js freezeMap, you may want to use js conformation to 
determine how closely the work areas mentioned in the map conform to the 
repository branches. If any work areas speciÞed in the map do not conform to some 
lineup in the repository, js freezeMap will not freeze the map, because recapturing 
that particular conÞguration from the repository is impossible.

TABLE 7-15 freezeMap Options

Option Purpose

-
Ccomment

Use comment as the resulting mapÕs comment. Without this option, 
the frozen map has the same comment as the original map.

-Mmessage Use message as the log message for the new version of map. Without 
this option, js freezeMap waits to prompt you for a message until it 
has determined that your work areas properly conform to map. Since 
the process of making that determination can take a long time, the M 
option is quite useful in this command.
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info

Syntax
js info [-HcCsalLdf] [Þles...]

Description

Show information about Þles in the work area or about all Þles, if none is speciÞed. 
When no options are given, info behaves as if the -H, -l, and -d options had all been 
speciÞed.

-n Do not check the frozen map into the repository. This option means 
js freezeMap leaves the frozen map in the work area.

-p Pipe the frozen map to standard output.

-vversion Freeze version of map.

TABLE 7-16 info Options 

Option Purpose

-a Show all Þles. If any Þles are speciÞed, -a shows information about each 
one of them. If not, it shows information about every Þle in the work 
areaÕs lineup and the branchÕs lineup.

-c Show what would happen if you committed this work area.

-C Show what would happen if you committed this work area, keeping 
your locks.

-d Show Þles for which the work areaÕs lineup has different information 
from the branchÕs lineup.

-f Show full information about Þles. Without this option, js info displays 
a one-line summary of the work areaÕs and branchÕs conceptions of each 
Þle.

-H Show header information about the work area: what repository and 
branch the work area is connected to and what conÞguration map was 
last used to synchronize the work area.

TABLE 7-15 freezeMap Options

Option Purpose
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list

Syntax
js list [-ar]

Description

Lists the Þles in the work area. Shows their names and, optionally, the revision 
numbers.

-l Show all Þles you have locked.

-L Show all Þles that are locked and by whom.

-s Show what would happen if you synchronized this work area. This 
command is especially informative when you use it in conjunction with 
the js -m command. For example, js -m info -s issued from the top-
level directory of a map shows you what Þle is synchronized for each 
directory in the map.

TABLE 7-17 list Options

Option Purpose

-a List Þles even if you have removed them. Without this option, js list 
leaves out Þles you have logically removed or physically deleted from 
the work area.

-r Show the revision numbers for Þles. If you have changed a Þle, its 
revision number is followed by a plus sign. If you have removed a Þle, 
its revision number is surrounded by parentheses. If you have added a 
Þle, its revision number is listed as (new).

TABLE 7-16 info Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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listMap

Syntax
js listMap [-fV] [-vversion] [map]

Description

Lists the directories in map. Shows the name and, optionally, the branch ID and 
version number of each directory. Each column of output is separated by a single tab 
character (for ease of processing with tools like awk).

If map is missing or blank, listMap lists the directories in the work areaÕs default 
map.

TABLE 7-18 listMap Options

Option Purpose

-f Show full path names instead of relative ones.

-vversion List the speciÞed frozen version of map instead of the current 
version.

-V Include the branch ID and version number for each directory. If either 
is unknown, it is represented as an empty column.
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lock

Syntax
js lock [-asx] [Þles...]

Description

Lock all Þles in the work area (-a), or lock the speciÞed Þles for update. You can only 
check in or commit changes to Þles that you have locked. You may have an unlocked 
Þle if you checked out Þles by synchronizing without locking them.

TABLE 7-19 lock Options

Option Purpose

-a Lock all Þles in the work area.

-s Acquire shared locks. Without -s or -x, js lock uses the branchÕs 
default locking method.

-x Acquire exclusive locks. Without -s or -x, js lock uses the branchÕs 
default locking method.
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log

Syntax
js log [-mmap] [-bbranch] [-h] [-ddates] [-rrevisions] [Þles...]

Description

Show log information for Þles, branches in the repository, or conÞguration maps. 
Internally, this command runs the RCS command rlog.

TABLE 7-20 log Options 

Option Purpose

-bbranch Show log information about the speciÞed branch. Specifying -b 
with no branch name is a shortcut for the branch to which the 
current work area is attached. See also -B.

-BbranchID Show log information about the branch whose ID is branchID.

-ddates Restrict the revisions for which information is shown. To specify a 
range of dates, use the less-than symbol (<) or greater-than symbol 
(>) between dates. To separate ranges of dates, use a semicolon. 
You generally need to quote the date argument since these 
characters are special to shells, and also because dates usually 
contain spaces. For example, to see information about revisions 
dated between January and May, and everything since June 15 
(local time), you would type (note the single quotes around the 
date-description string): ÕdJan LT<May LT;>June 15 LTÕ. See 
ÒDate FormatÓ on page 101 for details about date values.

-h Show header information only. Normally -h shows information 
about all revisions as well as the header. If you use -r or -d, the 
header information and a subset of the revisions are shown.

-mmap Show log information about the speciÞed conÞguration map. 
Specifying -m with no map name is a shortcut for the map that was 
last used to synchronize the current work area.

-rrevisions Restrict the revisions for which information is shown. If revisions is 
empty, just show the latest revision. Otherwise, revisions is a 
comma-separated list of ranges of revisions; each range is two 
revisions separated by a colon. For example, to see information 
about revisions 1.12 to 1.14 and everything after 1.20, you would 
type the following: -r1.12:1.14,1.20:
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merge

Syntax
js merge [-bbranch | -rrevision] [-ddate | -vversion] Þles...

Description

Merge the versions of the speciÞed Þles that are in the work area with checked-in 
versions. This does not work for Þle packages or binary Þles, only for text Þles. 
Internally, this command runs the RCS command rcsmerge.

TABLE 7-21 merge Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Find the versions to merge with in the speciÞed branch in the 
repository. The default is the branch to which the work area is 
connected. Specifying -b with no name is a shortcut for specifying 
the parent branch.

-
BbranchID

Same as -b, except specify the branch by ID number instead of by 
name.

-ddate Use the version of the chosen branch that was in effect at the 
speciÞed date (and time). See ÒDate FormatÓ on page 101 for details 
about date values.

-rrevision Merge with the version of each Þle that has this RCS revision number. 
Without this option, js merge uses the version listed in the lineup of 
the speciÞed branch.

-vversion Use the speciÞed version of the chosen branch. version is either the 
branch version number or a symbolic name attached to the branch-
version Þle.
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remove

Syntax
js remove Þles...

Description

The Þles listed on the command line are Þrst locked if they are not already locked. 
Then, they are marked for later removal. That is, the next time you do a Commit, the 
marked Þles will be removed from the branchÕs current lineup. Also, remove deletes 
those Þles from the disk.

However, if you have changed one of these Þles since you checked it out, JavaSafe 
asks you before deleting it and gives you the option of leaving it on disk (even though 
it is still marked for removal the next time you do a Commit).

If you add a Þle using js add, a subsequent js remove of that Þle excises it from the 
list of Þles to check in later. It will be just as if you had never done a js add in the Þrst 
place. The Þle remains on the disk in this case.

As a general rule, do not remove Þles using your operating system shell. If you do a 
js remove, the Þle stays removed. If you only delete the Þle, a subsequent 
synchronize operation (see ÒsyncÓ on page 124) will check the Þle out again. So, 
removing Þles through the JavaSafe system is easier.

setRepository

Syntax
js setRepository [-mmap [-vversion]] [-Ssite] [-Uuser] rep-dir
js setRepository -s relative-dirs...

Description

Change the path to this work areaÕs repository. Use this command when you move a 
repository to a new location so that your work area can Þnd the correct repository.

The Þrst form changes the repository of the current work area and optionally a whole 
map of related work areas. For example, to change the current work area and all its 
subsidiary work areas to be relative to /NewRepLocation, you could issue this 
command:
js setRepository my_work_area /NewRepLocation

The second form assumes that the current work area is already set to the correct 
repository and changes subdirectories of my_work_area to match the subrepositories 
of /NewRepLocation. For example, imagine that a work area called /wa is linked to 
repository called /rep. You can issue 
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js setRepository -s A B from /wa to make sure that work areas /wa/A and 
/wa/B point to /rep/A and /rep/B respectively, regardless of where they point before 
you issue the command.

TABLE 7-22 setRepositorydiff Options

Option Purpose

-mmap Change the repositories of all work areas listed in map.

-s Operate on subdirectoriesÑthe second form of the command.

-Ssite Set the remote site of the new repository, which must be the site name 
of a Distributed JavaSafe server.

-Uuser Attach to site as user.

-vversion Use version of map.
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sync

Syntax
js sync [-fMqC] [-bbranch | -mmap] [-ddate | -vversion]

Description

Synchronize the work area with the repository. This Þxes any mismatches between the 
work area and the repository. Missing Þles are checked out, and Þles that have been 
removed from the repositoryÕs lineup are removed from the work area. Files that 
youÕve changed are not removed from your work area, unless you specify otherwise. 
Files that you have marked for removal in your work area are not checked out.

TABLE 7-23 sync Options 

Option Purpose

-bbranch Synchronize with the speciÞed branch. The default is the branch the 
work area is connected to. Specifying -b with no name is a shortcut 
for specifying the parent branch.

-BbranchID Like -b, but you specify the branch by its ID instead of its name.

-C When synchronizing with a map, try to set the branch for each 
work area before synchronizing. If the map speciÞes the branchID 
or name, change to that one (branchID takes precedence over name). 
Otherwise, look for a branch with the same name as the branch to 
which the starting work area is attached.

-ddate Use the version of the chosen branch or map that was in effect at 
the speciÞed date (and time). See ÒDate FormatÓ on page 101 for 
details about date values.

-f Force check out of unlocked, out-of-date Þles even if you have 
changed them. Normally js sync asks whether to check out and 
replace changed Þles.

-mmap Synchronize with the speciÞed conÞguration map. If you specify -m 
with no map name, js sync uses the map that the work area was 
last synchronized with (even if that prior synchronization was 
launched from a different work area). If the speciÞed conÞguration 
map refers to work areas that do not yet exist, this creates them.
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unlock

Syntax
js unlock [-a] [Þles...]

Description

Unlock all Þles you have in the work area (-a) or unlock the speciÞed Þles.

If you have administrative access to the current branch, you can also break someone 
elseÕs lock using this command. In this case, you are prompted for a reason for 
breaking the lock, and a mail message is sent to the person who currently has the lock.

-M Always try to merge Þles when appropriate. Normally js sync 
asks whether to merge Þles that you have locked and that someone 
else has changed.

-q Does not ask whether to check out or merge Þles that you have 
changed. Unless -f or -M is given, act as if the answer to both 
questions is no. Warning messages state which Þles are skipped.

-vversion Use the speciÞed version of the branch or map. The version is the 
branch or map version number or a symbolic name attached to the 
branch-version Þle or map-version Þle.

TABLE 7-24 unlock Option

Option Purpose

-a Unlock all the Þles you have in the work area.

TABLE 7-23 sync Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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version

Syntax
js version [-c]

Description

Show the version number for js.

jsr Command
The general usage for jsr is:
jsr subcommand [options] [arguments]

The jsr subcommands are presented in alphabetical order, along with their options 
and arguments.

Note Ð The current directory for jsr must be either the repository being operated on 
or a work area that points to that repository. You must change to the appropriate 
repository directory (or a work area directory attached to it) before using jsr. When 
run from a work area, jsr pays no attention to which branch the work area is 
attached to.

addBranch

Syntax
jsr addBranch [-B] [-vversion] parent-branch new-branch-name

TABLE 7-25 version Option

Option Purpose

-c Print the conformation for JavaSafe, from when JavaSafe was built.
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Description

Add a new branch to the repository, with parent-branch as the parent and
new-branch-name as the name.

checkpoint

Syntax
jsr checkpoint branch

Description

This generates a symbolic name and attaches it to the current version of the speciÞed 
branch. The names that are generated are of the form V1_1. The Þrst number in the 
name is the base version number for the branch (see ÒsetBaseVersionÓ on page 144). 
The second number is a counter maintained expressly for this command. It increments 
by one each time you checkpoint. An alternative way to attach a symbolic name to a 
branch is by using jsr nameVersion, which enables you to specify a name.

TABLE 7-26 addBranch Options

Option Purpose

-B Expect parent-branch to be speciÞed by its ID number. Without this 
option, parent-branch must be the parent branchÕs name.

-vversion Populate the new branch with the speciÞed version of the parent 
branch. If version is blank, the new branch is populated with the 
current version of the parent branch. If -v is not speciÞed, the new 
branch is created with no Þles in it.
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clearRepository

Syntax
jsr clearRepository

Description

This is an administrative command for deleting old semaphore Þles from the 
repository.

Caution Ð Using this command can be dangerous. Deleting semaphore Þles that are 
actually in use can lead to lost work. Running this command requires an 
administrator privilege on the root branch of the repository.

Semaphore Þles are temporary Þles created both by JavaSafe and RCS during the 
course of normal JavaSafe activities. The typical semaphore Þle has a leading comma 
instead of a leading period. An example is: ,repository.JavaSafe.

Such Þles are used to mediate access to individual Þles or the entire repository. 
Normally, these Þles are deleted when JavaSafe has Þnished an operation, even if it is 
interrupted. However, if the interruption is particularly severe, the Þles may remain. 
The usual cause of exceptionally severe interruptions is inappropriately conÞgured 
Sun NFSª mounts.

jsr clearRepository shows you each semaphore Þle in the repository, tells you 
when and by whom it was created, and asks whether you really want to delete it.

!
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compact

Syntax
jsr compact [-afg] [-d'[d1<]d2' | -vv1[:v2]] [-bbranchID] [-mmap]

Description

Delete unwanted Þles and versions of Þles from the repository.

Caution Ð This command, if used improperly, can leave frozen versions of 
conÞguration maps unusable. Make complete backups of your repositories before 
running this command, and follow the instructions carefully.

You control two aspects of compacting a repository when you use this command: 

■ Pruning is the process of deleting speciÞc versions of branches and maps, either 
by version number or by date.

■ Garbage collection is the process of removing any Þle versions that are not 
referenced by historical branch versions and deleting any Þles that are not 
referred to.

When jsr compact prunes branches or maps, it never removes versions that have 
names attached to them. Thus, to preserve speciÞc historical conÞgurations, assign a 
name to each version of the branch or map you want to save. Subsequent pruning will 
not remove the named versions, and subsequent garbage collection will leave intact 
the Þle versions that make up the conÞgurations.

The pruning process also leaves behind the current version of each branch, and any 
map versions that belong to any branchÕs map lineup.

Because of the decentralized conÞguration strategy in JavaSafe, it could prune away a 
version of a branch that a frozen conÞguration map still references. That makes the 
frozen map invalid and unusable. To prevent this from happening, use the following 
approach for compacting repositories:

1. Name all the versions of frozen maps that you want to retain. 

Because naming a frozen map version also names its constituent branch 
versions, this protects the map versions from being made invalid. Be sure to 
use unique version names for different maps that refer to the same directory. 
Recommendation: Embed the name of the map or product into the version 
name you use for a map.

!
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2. Prune away all unnamed and unreferenced map versions. You can do this with 
the following command:

jsr compact -a -m -d23:59LT

This uses the -d option with todayÕs date at one minute before midnight local 
time, which effectively tells JavaSafe to prune all previous versions.

If you specify a time in the compact date with no LT following it, 
jsr compact understands the time to be in GMT, not your local time zone. 
For more information about GMT date values, see ÒDate FormatÓ on 
page 101.

3. Prune all branch versions before some given date in the past. For example, to 
remove all history (except named lineups) from before June 1 of this year:

jsr compact -a- -b -dJune1

4. Perform garbage collection. This can be combined with step 3 by including the -g 
option or speciÞed separately.

jsr compact -g

TABLE 7-27 compact Options 

Option Purpose

-a Prune all branches and/or maps. Must be given with -b and/or -
m. This is a safety feature to help ensure that a -b or -m really 
means all branches or all maps.

-bbranch Prune historical lineup versions from the speciÞed branch. If 
branch is omitted and a is included, all branches are pruned.

-BbranchID Like -b, except you specify a branch by its ID number, rather than 
by its name.

Ô-d[d1<]d2Õ Prune versions before the date given by d2, or between the dates 
given in d1 and d2, inclusive. If -m is included, this option prunes 
map versions. If -b or -B is included, it prunes branch versions. 
You can prune both map versions and branch versions at the same 
time with this option. The quotation marks are included here as a 
reminder that dates often must be enclosed in quotation marks.

-f Prevent JavaSafe from prompting for conÞrmation that you really 
mean to compact the repository.
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create

Syntax
jsr create [-Ssite] [-Uuser] repository-dirs...
jsr create -s relative-dirs...

Description

Create a new repository. Each new repository inherits the branch structure from its 
containing repository, including access restrictions. If there is no containing 
repository, this command creates the root branch in the new repository with no access 
restrictions and calls it Development. This name can subsequently be changed using 
jsr renameBranch. Access restrictions can be set using jsr restrict.

The Þrst form of this command creates new repositories in repository-dirs, creating the 
directories, if necessary. If -S is given, then repository-dir is understood to be on the 
given remote site, which must be a Distributed JavaSafe server.

The second form is run from an existing repository. It creates new repositories in the 
subdirectories indicated by relative-dirs. 

-g Garbage collection. The jsr compact command reads all the 
remaining historical branch versions and removes any Þle versions 
that are no longer referenced. It also deletes entire Þles if no 
versions of them are used. If you also specify pruning with -b or -
m, garbage collection takes place after pruning.

-mmap Prune versions from the speciÞed map. If map is omitted and -a is 
included, all maps are pruned.

-vv1[:v2] Prune the version whose version number is speciÞed in v1, or all 
versions whose version numbers are between the numbers given 
by v1 and v2, inclusive. If -m is included, this option prunes map 
versions; if -b or -B is included, it prunes branch versions.

TABLE 7-27 compact Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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For example, assume that /Repositories/A is a repository. Running 
jsr create -s B C from /Repositories/A (or from a work area attached to /
Repositories/A) will create /Repositories/A/B and /Repositories/A/C.

defaultType

Syntax
jsr defaultType -t[ext] | -b[inary] extensions...

Description

Sets the default Þle type for the given Þle-name extensions. When you add a new Þle, 
the ÞleÕs extension (the part after the last period in the name) determine whether the 
Þle should be text or binary by default. JavaSafe has a list of built-in binary 
extensions. This command changes that set for the current repository. For example, 
the exe extension is binary by default. You could change it to text with this command:
jsr defaultType -text exe.

The designation of text or binary by extension is used only by default. You can also 
specify whether a given Þle is text or binary (see js add, js ci, and jsr 
setFileType). JavaSafe scans all new Þles designated as text to verify that they do 
not contain characteristically binary data. If they do, you must conÞrm the text 
designation.

To see the list of binary extensions for a repository, use jsr info -e.

TABLE 7-28 create Options

Option Purpose

-s Create subsidiary repositories. If the existing repository is at a remote 
site, the subsidiary ones will be, too.

-Ssite Create the new repository at the given remote site, which must be the 
site name of a Distributed JavaSafe server.

-Uuser Connect to site as user. If this option is left off, connects as your current 
user name on the local system.
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destroyBranch

Syntax
jsr destroyBranch [-fB] branch

Description

Remove the speciÞed branch from the repository. You must be an administrator for the 
branch, and the branch cannot have any descendant branches. You cannot destroy the 
root branch of the repository.

This command renames the branch version Þle rather than deleting it. (If you want to 
delete it, you must do so by hand.) This way, you can resurrect the history of a 
destroyed branch, if necessary. You cannot, however, restore access restrictions or 
maps. Steps for resurrecting the history of a destroyed branch are given in Chapter 3: 
Common Tasks.

freezeMap

Syntax
jsr freezeMap [-bbranchID] [-Mmessage | -n | -p] [-vversion] 
[-Ccomment] map [frozenName]

Description

Freezes a version of the conÞguration map named map. With no options, this 
command checks the frozen map into the root branch of the repository. (See 
ÒfreezeMapÓ on page 115 for an alternative.)

A frozen map is a normal JavaSafe conÞguration map but with all references to 
repositories made completely speciÞc. Thus, while the original map may refer only to 
a particular repository, the frozen map refers to the current version of each Þle in a 
particular branch in that repository. As a result, freezing a conÞguration map is a 
convenient way to checkpoint a collection of repositories at once.

TABLE 7-29 destroyBranch Options

Option Purpose

-f Eliminate the conÞrmation prompt. By default, JavaSafe prompts you to 
conÞrm the destruction of the branch.

-B Treat branch as a branch ID rather than a branch name.
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The name of the resulting map is frozenName, if that is given, or mapRelease (the 
name of the map with Release appended). The resulting map is checked into the 
repository by default, but can optionally be left in the current directory or piped to 
standard output.

During the freeze process, jsr freezeMap selects which branch in the mapÕs other 
repository directories to freeze. If the branch is speciÞed in the original map (via 
branchID or branchName), that branch is used. Alternatively, if the other repository has 
a branch with the same name as the branch being frozen in, that branch is used. 
Otherwise, the root branch is used.

TABLE 7-30 freezeMap Options 

Option Purpose

-bbranch Check the map into the speciÞed branch instead of the root branch. 
See also ÒputMapÓ on page 139.

-BbranchID Like -b, except that you specify the branch by its ID number 
instead of by its name.

-Ccomment Use comment as the resulting mapÕs comment. Without this option, 
the frozen map has the same comment as the original map.

-Mmessage Use message as the log message for the version of the map.

-n Do not check the frozen map into the repository. jsr freezeMap 
leaves the frozen map as a text Þle in the current directory.

-p Pipe the frozen map to standard output.

-vversion Freeze version of map.
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getMap

Syntax
jsr getMap [-bbranchID] [-p] [-ddate | -vversion] map

Description

Retrieve the deÞnition of the conÞguration map named map. With no options, this 
command takes the version of the map listed in root branchÕs map lineup and saves it 
in the Þle map.JavaSafeMap in the current directory.

TABLE 7-31 getMap Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Get the appropriate version for the map from the speciÞed branchÕs 
conÞguration map lineup instead of the root branchÕs lineup.

-BbranchID Like -b, except that you specify the branch by ID instead of by 
name.

-ddate Get the version of the map that was current as of the designated 
date. See ÒDate FormatÓ on page 101 for details about date values.

-p Pipe the mapÕs deÞnition to standard output instead of to the text 
Þle map.JavaSafeMap.

-vversion Get a particular version of the map. You can use the command js 
log 
-mmap to see what versions exist.
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info

Syntax
jsr info [-bBefmMs] [branches...]

Description

Show information about the repository. With no branches speciÞed, info shows 
information about all branches in the repository.

TABLE 7-32 info Options 

Option Purpose

-b Print the branch ID in cases where a branch name would otherwise be 
printed alone. This provides a way to convert from branch name to 
branch ID. For example, if the Production branch has branch ID .1, the 
command jsr -q info -b Production prints the string .1.

-B Print the branch name for each branch ID you specify. Normally jsr 
info expects the optional branches to be speciÞed by name, but when -
B is speciÞed, it expects branch IDs. This provides a way to convert 
from branch ID to branch name. For example, if the Production branch 
has branch ID .1, the command jsr -q info -B .1 prints the string 
Production.

-e Print the list of Þle extensions that JavaSafe will by default treat as 
indicators of binary Þles in this repository. (See also ÒdefaultTypeÓ on 
page 132.)

-f Show full information about each speciÞed branch in the repository. 
Shows the branch name, branch ID, parent branch, current version, 
base version number, checkpoint name, hooks, default lock type, and 
access restrictions.

-m Show the conÞguration map lineup for each speciÞed branch.

-M List all the conÞguration maps that are present in the repository, 
regardless of whether they appear in any branchÕs map lineup.

-s Show the hierarchical structure of the repository; that is, the 
relationships of all the branches to each other. If you specify this option, 
the entire tree of branches is shown with each child branch indented 
below its parent.
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list

Syntax
jsr list [-Brpl] [-vversion] branch

Description

List the Þles in branch. Shows the names and, optionally, the revision numbers, 
whether each Þle is a package, and the lock status of each Þle. Each column of output 
is separated by a single tab character (for ease of processing with tools like awk).

TABLE 7-33 list Options

Option Purpose

-B Expect branch to be the ID of a branch rather than the branch name.

-l Show who locked the Þle and when they acquired the lock. If the Þle 
has a shared lock, the list of lockers is printed in parentheses with 
commas separating the user names. The time is the time that the Þrst 
locker acquired the lock. If the Þle is not locked, the string -
unlocked- is printed instead of the lockerÕs name, and the time the 
lock was acquired is left blank. In all cases, this option causes two 
output columns to be added, separated by a tab character.

-p Show whether each Þle is a Þle package. This information is 
presented as the string Òplain-ÞleÓ or the string ÒÞle-package.Ó

-r Show revision numbers.

-vversion List Þles for the speciÞed branch version instead of the current 
version. Since lock information is not kept for historical versions, all 
Þles are shown as unlocked if you use this option.
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nameVersion

Syntax
jsr nameVersion [-fr] [-bbranch | -mmap] name [version]

Description

Establish a symbolic name for the speciÞed version (the latest is the default) of the 
speciÞed branch or map. This name is subject to the restrictions of all RCS symbolic 
names, which:

■ Must begin with a letter.
■ Can contain letters, numbers, and a few other characters
■ Cannot contain any periods

See ÒSymbolic Name FormatÓ on page 102 for more information.

You can use this name subsequently as the version number in js co -v or js sync -v. 
To see the names deÞned for a branch, use js log -hb from a work area attached to 
the branch. To see the names deÞned for a map, use js log -hmmap.

Naming a map version, jsr nameVersion makes a distinction between frozen and 
unfrozen maps. If the map is frozen, the name is applied to all the branch versions 
listed in the map and to the map version itself. If it is not frozen, the name is only 
applied to the map version. 

TABLE 7-34 nameVersion Options

Option Purpose

-f Force the naming, even if the name is already attached to a 
different version.

-bbranch Name the speciÞed branch version.

-BbranchID Same as -b, except you specify the branch by ID number instead of 
by name.

-mmap Name the speciÞed map version. If map is frozen, this option adds 
the name to the mapÕs RCS Þle and adds the same name to all the 
branch versions mentioned in the frozen map.

-r Remove the symbolic name from the speciÞed branch or map 
version. If you remove the name from a frozen map version, this 
command also removes it from all the branch versions mentioned 
in the frozen map.
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putMap

Syntax
jsr putMap [-bbranch] [-Mmessage] [-p | -vversion] map

Description

Check in or change the current version of the conÞguration map named map. With no 
options, this command takes the deÞnition for the map from the Þle 
map.JavaSafeMap, checks it into the repository, and puts it into the root branchÕs map 
lineup (where it is visible to all other branches in the repository).

TABLE 7-35 putMap Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Put the map in the speciÞed branchÕs map lineup instead of the root 
branchÕs lineup.

-BbranchID Same as -b, except you specify the branch by its ID number instead 
of its name.

-Mmessage Use message as the log message for the new version of the map, 
instead of prompting for it.

-p Pipe the mapÕs deÞnition from standard input instead of from the 
text Þle map.JavaSafeMap.

-vversion Instead of checking in a new version of the map, set its current 
version in the branchÕs map lineup to version. This provides a way 
to back out of a new version of a map that does not work as 
expected.
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removeMap

Syntax

jsr removeMap [-bbranch] map

Description

Remove the conÞguration map named map from a branchÕs map lineup. This does not 
delete the map from the repository. All of its versions remain intact and available in 
its RCS Þle.

renameBranch

Syntax
jsr renameBranch current-name new-name

Description

Rename a branch in the repository.

Note Ð Renaming a branch has no effect on work areas connected to that branch. Work 
areas are connected to branches by a unique, unchangeable branch identiÞer. To 
change the branch that a work area is connected to, use the js branch command.

TABLE 7-36 removeMap Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Take the map from the speciÞed branch instead of the root branch.

-
BbranchID

Same as -b, except you specify the branch by its ID number instead 
of its name.
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restrict

Syntax
jsr restrict [options] [branches...]

Description

Apply the speciÞed access restrictions to the speciÞed branches in the current 
repository directory. If you do not supply any branches, the restrictions apply to all 
the branches in the repository. Alternatively, if you specify a map, this command 
applies the speciÞed access restrictions to the speciÞed branches in all repositories 
mentioned in the map.

When a new branch is created, it inherits access restrictions from its parent branch. 
When a new repository is created, it inherits the branch structure from its containing 
repository if there is one, including access restrictions. Only the administrator of a 
branch can change the access privileges, although the root user always has 
administrative access to everything.

TABLE 7-37 restrict Options 

Option Purpose

+auser Set the administrator to the speciÞed user.

-a Clear the administrator. If there is no administrator and no 
administrator group, administration is restricted to anyone 
with write access.

+Agroup Set the administration group to the speciÞed group.

-A Clear the administration group. If there is no administrator 
and no administrator group, administration is restricted to 
anyone with write access.

-bbranch Add all restrictions from branch.

-BbranchID Same as -b, except you specify the branch by ID number 
instead of by name.

+B Expect branches to be speciÞed by ID number rather than by 
name.

-c Clear all restrictions from the speciÞed branches. If speciÞed 
in conjunction with other options, this is done Þrst.
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-C Clear read restrictions from the speciÞed branches. If 
speciÞed in conjunction with other options, this is done Þrst.

-f Force unrecognized users and groups to be accepted without 
question

+l, -l Allow (+l) or disallow (-l) writers from breaking the locks of 
others. If disallowed, only people with administrative access 
to a branch can break someoneÕs lock in a branch.

-mmap Applies the restrictions to the speciÞed branches in all 
directories identiÞed by map. For example, you could apply 
restrictions to the Development branch in all directories in a 
map. You can use this option in concert with the -b option to 
copy one branchÕs restrictions to the speciÞed branches in the 
directories in the map.

+rusers,-rusers Add (+r) or subtract (-r) the speciÞed comma-separated list 
of users to or from the list of readers. If you remove a user 
who is not already a reader, the userÕs name goes instead 
onto the non-readers list. If you add a user who is on the 
non-readers list, you also remove the userÕs name from that 
list. Removing read access for a user automatically removes 
write access for that user.

+Rgroups, -Rgroups Add (+R) or subtract (-R) the speciÞed comma-separated list 
of groups to or from the list of reader groups. Removing read 
access for a group automatically also removes write access 
for that group.

+wusers, -wusers Add (+w) or subtract (-w) the speciÞed comma-separated list 
of users to or from the list of writers. If you remove a user 
who is not already a writer, the userÕs name instead goes 
onto the non-writers list. If you add a user who is on the non-
writers list, you also remove the userÕs name from that list.

+Wgroups, -
Wgroups

Add (+W) or subtract (-W) the speciÞed comma-separated list 
of groups to or from the list of writer groups.

TABLE 7-37 restrict Options (Continued)

Option Purpose
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The following sample command adds the user Jones to the writer list of the 
Production branch of all repositories mentioned in the Doc map:
jsr restrict +wJones -mDoc Production

After you run this command, jsr info -f returns the following information about the 
branchÕs access restrictions:
No read restrictions
Writers: Jones

As another example, suppose you want to deÞne groups with differing access rights 
to the Test branch. You want to limit writing access for the branch to the test group 
and reading to the develop and doc groups. People outside of these groups would 
not be able to write to or read the branch. People in test would be able to read and 
write, and people in develop and doc would only be able to read. You also want to 
deÞne an admin group for administrative users. To do all of this, you use the 
following command:
jsr restrict +Aadmin +Wtest +Rdevelop,doc Test

After you run the above command, jsr info -f returns the following information 
about the branchÕs access restrictions:
Administration Group: admin
Reader groups: develop, doc, test
Writer groups: test

Notice that test shows up as a reader group even though it was not explicitly 
mentioned as one.

Continuing with the Test branch example, assume that the administrative group 
decides that user joe should not be allowed to write, even though he is in the test 
group, and that mary should be added to the test group. To make these changes, a 
member of the admin group issues this command:
jsr restrict -wjoe +mary Test

After you run this command, jsr info -f returns the following information about the 
branchÕs access restrictions:
Administration Group:admin
Readers:mary
Writers:mary
Non-writers:joe
Reader groups:develop, doc, test
Writer groups:test
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setBaseVersion

Syntax
jsr setBaseVersion [-bbranch] version

Description

Set the base version number for the speciÞed branch, by default the root branch. The 
version number speciÞed must be at least 1 greater than the current base version 
number. This number is used as the Þrst number for branch version numbers, for Þle 
version numbers in the root branch of the repository, and for automatically generated 
checkpoint names.

setFileType

Syntax
jsr setFileType -t[ext] | -b[inary] Þles...
jsr setFileType -kvalue Þles...

Description

This is an administrative command for changing the RCS keyword expansion mode 
for given Þles. You rarely need to do this because the text-binary distinction is usually 
set correctly when the Þle is checked in for the Þrst time, and is not changed 
thereafter. However, you might, for example, want to set a Þle so that it does not 
expand RCS keywords but remains a text Þle that can be merged.

The RCS keyword expansion is global to the entire ÞleÑit does not vary by version.

TABLE 7-38 setBaseVersion Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Set the base version number of the speciÞed branch instead of the 
root branch.

-BbranchID Same as -b, except you specify the branch by its ID number instead 
of its name.
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Note that Þle packages are always binary because they are stored in tar format. 
Therefore, jsr setFileType does not enable you to modify the keyword expansion of 
Þle packages.

setHooks

Syntax
jsr setHooks [-bbranch] hook path ...
jsr setHooks [-k | -r] [-bbranch] hooks...

Description

Set paths for hooks. The Þrst form expects matched pairs of hook names and 
associated paths. The second form expects a list of hook names. A hook name is one of 
the deÞned JavaSafe hook names or the special name dir, which means to change the 
default hooks directory. A path name may be relative (to the default hooks directory), 
absolute, disabled (meaning the same as -k), or empty (meaning the same as -r).

TABLE 7-39 setFileType Option

Option Purpose

-kvalue Explicitly set the RCS keyword expansion mode. Binary mode is -b, 
and text mode is -kv. See the RCS documentation for other modes.

TABLE 7-40 setHooks Options

Option Purpose

-bbranch Set hooks in the given branch; the default is the root branch.

-BbranchID Same as -b, but you give the branchÕs ID instead of its name.

-k Kill (disable) the given hooks for the given branch.

-r Reset the given hooks to their default paths for the given branch.
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setLockType

Syntax
jsr setLockType [-B] s[hared] | x | exclusive [branches...]

Description

Set the default lock method to shared or exclusive for the given branches, or to all 
branches if no branches are listed. The default lock method is used when a user does 
not specify whether to lock a Þle shared or exclusively while checking it out or 
locking it.

version

Syntax
jsr version [-c]

Description

Show the version number for jsr.

TABLE 7-41 setLockType Option

Option Purpose

-B Expect branches to be given by ID number instead of by name.

TABLE 7-42 version Option

Option Purpose

-c Print the conformation for JavaSafe, from when JavaSafe was built.
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Customizing JavaSafe Behavior

Hooks are Java classes that JavaSafe instantiates and runs at speciÞc times during the 
course of its operation. JavaSafe comes with a predeÞned set of hooks that you can 
modify or augment to suit your own needs. Here are examples of customized 
functionality based on modiÞed JavaSafe hooks:

■ Automatic notiÞcation of changes

■ Automatic web publishing

■ Automatic updates of current Þles to a global source directory

■ Automatic validation of checked in Þles to make sure they conform to formatting 
requirement

JavaSafe Hooks
There are six distinct types of hooks. Each hook type doubles as the default Java class 
name for that hook. However, you can specify a different class for any hook type in 
any repository as well as any hook type in any branch within a repository. The 
following sections describe the hook types and the circumstances under which they 
are run.

The Hook Interface
The Java interface that all hooks must implement is as follows:
package com.vnp.JavaSafe;
import java.io.Writer;
/**
* All JavaSafe hooks implement this interface.
*/
public interface Hook
{
/**
* Run the hook.
* @param cwdthe directory the hook should
*consider itself to be running in
* @param argsthe list of arguments to the
*hook---may be null if the hook expects no arguments
* @param outputan object to receive any output
*message from the hook
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* @return whether the hook succeeded
*/
boolean run(String cwd, String[] args, Writer output);
}

When JavaSafe runs a hook, it Þnds the appropriate class Þle, loads it, makes an 
instance of it, and calls its run method. The result of this method tells JavaSafe 
whether the hook succeeded, with a thrown exception being treated as a failure. The 
exact arguments and the meaning of success and failure depend on the hook type, as 
described below.

Where To Run Hooks
The precise circumstances under which each hook is run varies, but there are two 
broad categories of hook type. Hook types that start with ÒjsrÓ are run in the 
repository, in other words, on the server. The other hook types start with ÒjsÓ and are 
run in the work area, in other words on the client.

One of the consequences of this functional split is that it is much easier to replace or 
augment server-side hooks. To add a client-side hook, you must ensure that your Java 
.class Þle in installed on every client. But to add a server-side hook you need only 
install the .class Þle on the server. 

When we say that a hook is run in some directory, we mean that the cwd parameter to 
the run method receives the name of that directory.

jstar Hook
The jstar hook converts directories (Þle packages) to and from plain Þles. This cannot 
be disabled if you want to check a Þle package in or out. 

However, you can have a jstarGzip variant, for example, that packages directories 
using tar and then compresses them using gzip. Such a procedure can save disk 
space if you use many Þle packages. Of course, you must store all versions of Þle 
packages in the same format, so you can only use this new hook on new repositories. 

JavaSafe runs the jstar hook on the client side. The location of the work area where 
the Þle package is converted to or from its packaged form is determined by the value 
of cwd. The arguments to this hook are the same as the arguments to tar. 

jsautoadd Hook
The jsautoadd hook generates a list of Þles to add at commit time (or when js add 
-a is run). This hook is run on the client side. The work area is identiÞed by cwd. 
There are no arguments jsautoadd (args is null). The hook produces its list of Þles 
by writing their names into the Output Writer, one Þle name per line.
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jspreaction Hook
The jspreaction hook is run in the work area before certain actions are performed. If 
the hook returns a non-zero (failure) status, the actions are canceled. A typical use for 
this hook is to verify source code. For example, use this hook to verify that your code 
compiles without warnings, that your code contains a copyright notice, or other items 
for which you want to test. The actions that cause this hook to run include:

■ Checking a Þle in or out
■ Creating a new version of a branch
■ Releasing a version of a Þle
■ Locking or unlocking a Þle
■ Removing a Þle from either a branch or a work area

This hook takes two arguments: the name of the action to be performed and the name 
of the Þle to be acted upon. The names of the actions that can be passed to this hook 
are:

■ check-in

■ check-in-locked

■ version-branch (in this case, the second argument is the branch ID being 
versioned)

■ check-out

■ check-out-unlocked

■ merge

■ release

■ release-locked

■ lock

■ unlock

■ remove (remove the Þle from both the branch and work area lineups)

■ logically-remove (marking the Þle in the work area for later removal from the 
branch lineup at commit time)

■ work-area-remove (removing the Þle just from the work area lineup)

If the jspreaction hook writes anything to its Output Writer, it is echoed verbatim 
by JavaSafe.
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jspostactions Hook
The jspostactions hook runs in the work area after JavaSafe runs the jspreaction 
hook and executes each action. Unlike jspreaction, which runs before each action, 
jspostactions runs once, after all actions have Þnished. The arguments to this hook 
are similar to those for jspreaction, except they are all sent at once, and a version 
number is included for each action. If the action did not result in a version number, 
the word ÒnoneÓ is passed instead. For example, if you were checking out file1 and 
file2 and locking file3, the 9 arguments to jspostactions might be:
check-out file1 1.9 check-out file2 1.5 lock file3 1.8 

The return value from this hook is ignored. Anything written to the Output Writer is 
echoed by JavaSafe.

jsrpostactions Hook
In the jsrpostactions name, note the ÒrÓ: jsrpostactions as opposed to plain 
jspostactions. This hook runs in the repository, rather than the work area, after 
actions complete.

The main reason for having two post-action hooks is for Distributed JavaSafe. The 
jsrpostactions hook runs in the repository on the server; jspostactions runs in 
the work area on the client.

The arguments to this hook are almost the same as those to jspostactions. This 
hook has two additional arguments: your user name and the ID of the branch that is 
affected. The rest of the arguments are combinations of action names, Þle names, and 
version numbers, as for jspostactions.

This hook runs only for actions that affect the repository. For example, checking out a 
Þle without locking it does not result in a change to the repository, so this hook is not 
invoked. Checking out a Þle and locking it might change the repository, depending on 
whether you already had the lock. This hook runs before jspostactions and after 
both the repository conÞguration Þle and the work area conÞguration Þle have been 
saved.
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jsrnotify Hook
The jsrnotify hook runs to notify people of events. It runs when someone breaks a 
lock, checks in a Þle, or when someone who has a shared lock on a Þle checks in or 
removes that Þle.

The Þrst argument to this hook tells the kind of notiÞcation: broken-lock, 
new-version, and removed-file. For broken locks, the complete list of arguments is:

■ broken-lock
■ The name of the Þle
■ The user name of the person breaking the lock
■ The name of the branch 
■ The reason given by the person breaking the lock
■ A separate argument for each user whose lock has been broken

For a new version of a Þle checked in, the arguments are:

■ new-version
■ The name of the Þle
■ The user name of the person checking in the Þle
■ The name of the branch
■ The check-in message
■ A separate argument for each user who has the Þle locked

For a Þle removed from the branch lineup, the arguments are:

■ removed-file
■ The name of the Þle 
■ The user name of the person removing the Þle 
■ The name of the branch 
■ A separate argument for each user who had the Þle locked
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RCS Keywords

You can embed keywords in literal strings or comments in ÞlesÑtypically in the 
headerÑto get information about the current version of the Þle. JavaSafe supports the 
RCS keywords described in TABLE B-1.

TABLE B-1 RCS Keywords 

Keyword Value

$Author$ Login name of the user who checked in this version of the Þle.

$Date$ Date and time this version of the Þle was checked in. The time 
zone for the date and time are in Coordinated Universal Time 
(UTC), formerly known as Greenwich Mean Time.

$Header$ A standard header containing the full path name of the Þle, its 
version number, the date (UTC), the author, and the state (see 
$State$ below). Since JavaSafe uses its own Þle-locking 
mechanism instead of the RCS mechanism, this keyword does 
not report lock information.

$Id$ Same as $Header$, except the path is not included with the Þle 
name.

$Locker$ Empty, because JavaSafe uses its own Þle-locking mechanism and 
this keyword reports on the RCS locking mechanism.

$Log$ A cumulative log message for a Þle within the Þle itself. The log 
message is supplied during check in, preceded by a header 
containing the Þle name, the version number, the author, and the 
date (UTC). The new log message is inserted immediately after 
the $Log$ keyword, above existing log messages if any. 

$RCSfile$ Name of the Þle without a path.
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You insert keywords as text, surrounding each keyword in a pair of dollar signs ($) as 
shown in the above list. Each time you check out a Þle containing keywords, the 
appropriate value is inserted immediately after the keyword, within the pair of $ 
characters. For example, when you check out a Þle containing the $Id$ keyword, the 
keyword is replaced with a string of the form:
$Id: 04_RCS.rtf,v 1.4 1993/06/20 21:39:53 luke Exp $

Putting this keyword on the Þrst page of each module enables you to see which Þle 
version you are using. To propagate keywords into your object code, put them into 
literal character strings. In C, this is done as follows:
static char rcsid[] = $Id: 04_RCS.rtf,v 1.4 1994/06/20 21:39:53 luke Exp $;

Including the $Log$ keyword inside a comment at the beginning of each module is 
also useful. This keyword accumulates the log messages that are entered during check 
in, providing a complete history of a Þle version.

$Revision$ Version number (RCS revision number) for the currently 
checked-out Þle.

$Source$ Full path name of the Þle.

$State$ State assigned to the version by RCS. Unless you set this value 
programmatically, the state in JavaSafe is always the RCS default, 
which is Exp (Experimental).

TABLE B-1 RCS Keywords (Continued)

Keyword Value
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Access control In general usage, a mechanism that controls who can read or write 
Þles. In JavaSafe, there are three levels of access control that can 
optionally be assigned to each branch in a repository: 
Administrative, Write, and Read. See also Administrative access, Write 
access, Read access. 

Add A JavaSafe operation that adds one or more speciÞed new Þles to 
your work area lineup. The Þles will be added to your repository the 
next time you use Commit.

Administrative 
access

The level of access assigned to an administrative user or group in an 
environment where access control is implemented. Administrative 
access provides the administrative user or group full Read and Write 
access to a speciÞc branch in the repository and gives the ability to 
change other usersÕ access rights to the branch. See also Access 
control.

Attach A JavaSafe operation that associates a work area with a speciÞc 
branch within a repository. This lets you check Þles into and out of 
that branch.

Base version 
number

The Þrst term in the complete version number that JavaSafe assigns 
to each new branch version that it stores in a JavaSafe branch. For 
example, in the number 2.1.3.23, the base version number is 2. The 
base version number for a new branch is 1, although you can change 
this number to a higher integer value.

Branch In JavaSafe, a lineup of Þles that together represent a separate 
development effort for an entire project. JavaSafe tracks changes 
within each branch independently, so groups of users can work on 
different Þle versions and lineups at the same time. A JavaSafe 
branch is not the same as an RCS branch.
See also Branch version, Child branch, Parent branch, RCS branch.

Branch ID A unique number that JavaSafe assigns to a branch when it is 
created. Branch ID numbers are assigned sequentially within each 
branch. The root branch has branch ID 0 (zero). Branches created 
from the root branch receive sequential version numbers of the form 
.1, .2, and so forth.
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Branch version A single lineup from a single branch in the repository as stored in a 
branch version Þle. Each new lineup in the repository is stored as a 
separate new branch version. The branch version identiÞes all the 
Þle versions in a given lineup. See also Lineup.

Canonical map In the recommended map deÞnition strategy, this is the map in each 
repository directory that names the repository directory itself, and 
also references the equivalent map in each of the repositoryÕs 
subdirectories that are themselves repository directories.

Check in The action of updating the repository with the current version of a 
Þle from your work area. You can check in a Þle through a JavaSafe 
menu option or js subcommand that enables you to save one or 
more speciÞed Þles in the repository, creating a new branch version 
in the repository. See also Commit.

Check out The action of getting a copy of a Þle from the repository. You can 
check out a Þle through a JavaSafe menu option or js subcommand 
that enables you to get one or more speciÞed Þles from the 
repository. See also Synchronize.

Child branch A branch of related Þles created from another branch. For example, if 
you create a QA branch from the Development branch, QA is a child of 
the Development branch. See also Branch, Parent branch.

Command-line 
interface

The JavaSafe js and jsr commands that enable you to use JavaSafe 
features from your systemÕs command line. See also js command, jsr 
command.

Commit A JavaSafe operation that, in one step, updates the repository with 
all the changes from your workspace, creating a new branch version 
in the repository. See also Check in.

ConÞguration 
management

See Software conÞguration management (SCM).

ConÞguration map A Þle in which JavaSafe maintains information related to JavaSafe 
resources and operations. JavaSafe maintains a conÞguration Þle in 
each work area and each repository that stores information such as 
Þle locks, access control privileges, and lineups.

Development 
branch

Same as Òbranch.Ó See Base version number, Branch.

Directory structure A group of directories that are arranged in a hierarchy, where each 
directory is a parent and/or child of another directory in the 
hierarchy.
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File merge facility A JavaSafe facility that enables you to merge two different versions 
of the same Þle. You typically do this when you have made changes 
to a Þle in one branch that you want to incorporate in the Þle version 
in another branch.

File package A term that means JavaSafe considers the contents of a directory and 
all its subdirectories as a single entity.

File version A speciÞc version of a Þle that is under JavaSafe control.

Flattened 
conÞguration map 
Þle

A ßat map has all its references to other maps resolved and therefore 
it consists only of references to directories.

Frozen 
conÞguration map

A record of all the lineups at a given point in time for each directory 
identiÞed by the conÞguration map.

Hook A callable routine that enhances JavaSafeÕs capabilities.

JavaSafe control A Þle is under JavaSafe control when it has been checked into a 
JavaSafe repository. JavaSafe tracks changes in the Þles under its 
control and also tracks which versions of the Þles are related to each 
other (their lineups).

js command The JavaSafe command you type at your systemÕs command line to 
perform operations in a work area and on Þles. This command 
operates on the branch to which the work area is attached.

jsr command The JavaSafe command you type at your systemÕs command line to 
perform repository-related operations. This command operates on 
the repositoryÕs root branch unless you specify otherwise, even when 
run from a work area attached to another branch.

Lineup A collection of Þle versions that relate to each other at a given point 
in time. JavaSafe keeps track of the current lineup in each work area 
and updates it when you add and remove Þles, and so forth.

Lock An internal JavaSafe setting that determines which user can check in 
changes to a Þle version. Only one user can lock a given Þle version 
at a time; that user is the only one who can check in changes to the 
Þle version. See also Unlock.

Map See ConÞguration map.
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Mirroring 
directories

The result of following the preferred strategy of having JavaSafe 
construct repository and work area directory structures that have the 
same hierarchy, directory names, and Þles as each other. JavaSafe 
makes sure that each directory structure mirrors the other, when you 
check Þles in and out (and synchronize and commit), and creates 
missing directories as necessary. See also Directory structure.

Package A term that means JavaSafe considers the contents of a directory and 
all its subdirectories as a single entity.

Parent branch A JavaSafe branch from which you create a new branch. For 
example, if you create a QA branch from the Development branch, 
Development is the parent of the QA branch. See also Branch, Child 
branch.

Parent repository 
directory

A repository directory under which are deÞned other repository 
directories and/or subdirectories.

RCS The UNIX Revision Control System utility that provides basic 
version control facilities for individual text Þles. JavaSafe uses RCS 
version control facilities internally. JavaSafe is distributed with and 
requires a speciÞc release of RCS that contains changes for JavaSafe.

RCS branch Within RCS, a set of versions that represent a divergent development 
effort for an individual Þle. See also Branch, RCS. 

RCS Þle A Þle that RCS controls and updates. An RCS Þle contains one or 
more versions (revisions) of a Þle. JavaSafe uses RCS Þles to maintain 
information about your JavaSafe working environment. For example, 
JavaSafe stores the historical lineups for each branch in an RCS Þle 
with a name like JavaSafeBranch,v. See also RCS. 

RCS revision 
number

The version number that RCS assigns to a Þle when it is checked in. 
See also RCS, Version number.

Read access The level of access that enables a user or group to read but not write 
Þles in a speciÞc branch in the repository, if access control is 
implemented for the branch. See also Access control, Write access.

Relative Þle 
reference

A reference to a Þle that gives its path name in terms that are relative 
to the directory. For example, src rather than /usr/bin/src. You 
must use relative Þle references in a conÞguration map so the map 
can be used in any workspace whose structure mirrors the repository 
in which the map is deÞned. See also Mirroring directories.
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Remove A JavaSafe operation that removes one or more Þles from the work 
area lineup and deletes them from your work area at the same time. 
However, if you have a Þle locked, the Remove operation marks the 
Þle for later removal from the lineup and deletion from the work 
area.

Repository In JavaSafe, a directory or directory structure on the server whose 
Þles are all under JavaSafe control. You can relate several repositories 
together by naming them in a conÞguration map. See also Work area, 
ConÞguration map.

Repository 
directory

A single directory that has been deÞned to be a repository in 
JavaSafe.

SCM See Software conÞguration management (SCM)

Software 
conÞguration 
management (SCM)

A strategy for setting up a software development environment in 
which changes to individual Þles are saved so that prior versions of 
Þles can be easily identiÞed and restored. A full software 
conÞguration management scheme, such as the one provided by 
JavaSafe, also tracks relationships between different versions of Þles 
in a project. Because of this, all Þles from a given compile, 
benchmark, or release can be identiÞed and restored as a unit, even if 
they reside in different directories.

Subdirectory In JavaSafe, a directory that is physically deÞned under a repository 
directory and whose contents are always included when you 
synchronize, commit, or build the contents of the repository 
directory.

Sync See Synchronize.

Synchronize A JavaSafe operation that, in one step, updates your workspace by 
checking out missing Þles and removing Þles that have been 
removed from the repositoryÕs lineup. See also Check out.

Unlock An action that relinquishes your ability to check in changes for the 
Þle version. By default, you unlock a locked Þle when you check it 
in, commit it, or issue a JavaSafe Unlock command. See also Lock.

Version (Synonymous with ÒrevisionÓ in RCS.) A particular Þle as 
constituted at a given point in time.

Version control A strategy in which each version of each Þle is saved in a manner 
that enables it to be easily located and restored.
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Version number (Synonymous with Òrevision numberÓ in RCS.) The number assigned 
to each version of a Þle when it is checked into the repository. Each 
time you check the Þle back into the same branch, JavaSafe 
increments the previous version number; for example, incrementing 
1.1 to 1.2. After you change the base version number for the root 
branch, Þles that you check into that branch receive a version 
number that starts with the new base version number (for example, 
2.1) regardless of their previous version number. Similarly, each 
frozen conÞguration map receives a version number when you freeze 
it. See also Frozen conÞguration map.

Versioned Þle (1) A Þle that is under JavaSafe control, so that each version you 
check in is saved and can be restored at a later date. (2) Sometimes 
refers to RCS Þles that JavaSafe uses to maintain information.

Work area A directory on the client that is linked to a single repository. A work 
area contains Þles.

Workspace The entire collection of directories on the client that comprise a 
project. See also Access control, Read access.

Write access The level of access that enables a user or group to read and write 
Þles in a speciÞc branch in the repository, if access control is 
implemented for the branch. See also Access control, Read access.
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$, 154
$Author$ keyword, 153
$Date$ keyword, 153
$Header$ keyword, 153
$ID$ keyword, 153
$Locker$ keyword, 153
$Log$ keyword, 153
$RCSfile$ keyword, 153
$Revision$ keyword, 153
$Source$ keyword, 154
$State$ keyword, 154
+, 12
.Repository.JavaSafe Þle, 14, 59
.SubRep.JavaSafe Þle, 60
.WorkArea.JavaSafe Þle, 14
__all__ conÞguration map, 73
__work__ conÞguration map, 73

A
access control, 60, 63
adding Þles to a repository, 24

B
Bookmarks menu

in the Transcript window, 37
in the Workspace window, 53

branches
child, 13, 60
deÞnition, 60
Þle version numbers in root, 67
ID numbers, 67
and lineups, 62

merging, 64
naming versions, 62
nesting within other 

branches, 61
new, 13
parent, 13, 60
releasing Þles into, 64
version numbers, 66

BranchID statement, 89, 92
BranchName statement, 90, 93
build commands, and 

conÞguration maps, 75, 77
builds

default with maps, 80
sample map of, 78
specifying in a conÞguration 

map, 77
Builds statement, 90
buttons, 55

C
-C directory option, 99
-c directory option, 99
checking in

a single Þle, 20
Þles, 26

checking out
a single Þle, 20
Þles, 26

child branches, 60
Þle version numbers in, 67
See also branches, 13

client/server structure, 5

commands
applying to all directories in a 

map, 100
entering, 98
specifying options, 98

Comment statement, 87
Commit command, 10
committing

a work area, 10
Þles, 21, 24

comparing Þles, 29
conÞguration Þles, 14
conÞguration maps, 57, 73

__all__, 73
__work__, 73
automatic, 73
and build commands, 77
default, 73
deÞning, 76
directory items, 89
examples, 79
ßattening, 74
frozen, 74
general syntax rules, 77
high-level, 76
naming, 77
specifying builds, 77
statements for, 87
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D
date format, 101
DefaultBuilds statement, 88, 93
Development branch, 60
Dir statement, 89, 92
directories

as Þle packages, 60
associating together, 57
specifying, 98

directory items, in conÞguration 
maps, 89

directory structures, 57
documentation suite, contents, x
dollar sign, 154

E
exclusive lock, 8, 21

F
Þle locks, 8
File menu in the Workspace 

window, 44
Þle merging, 70
Þle package, 60
Þles

adding to a repository, 24
checking in, 26
checking out, 26
checking out and checking in 

individual, 20
checking out from repository, 23
committing, 24
comparing, 29
getting from a repository into a 

work area, 20
locking, 27
merging, 30
removing from a repository, 25
restoring, 28
specifying, 98

synchronizing and 
committing, 21

unlocking, 27
ßat maps, naming, 77
formats

date, 101
symbolic name, 102

frozen maps, 133

G
garbage collection, 129
graphical user interface

See GUI, JavaSafe
green padlock, 21
GUI, JavaSafe, 33

H
-h option, 99
Help menu in the Transcript 

window, 38
hooks

deÞned, 147
jsautoadd, 148
jspostactions, 150
jspreaction, 149
jsrnotify, 151
jsrpostactions, 150
jstar, 148
setting paths for, 145

I
Items statement, 88

J
JavaSafe

daemon, 97
features, 1
GUI, 33
starting the software, 15

JavaSafeBranch,v Þle, 59
js command

syntax summary, 96
top-level options, 99

js subcommands
co

command, 107
redirecting output, 103

flattenMap
command, 114
redirecting output, 103

freezeMap
command, 115
redirecting output, 103

js subcommands
add, 104
build, 105
ci, 106
commit, 108
conformation, 110
create, 112
diff, 113
info, 116
list, 117
listMap, 118
lock, 119
log, 120
merge, 121
remove, 122
setRepository, 122
sync, 124
unlock, 125
version, 126

jsautoadd hook, 148
jsd command, 97
jspostactions hook, 150
jspreaction hook, 149
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jsr command
list of all subcommands, 126
syntax summary, 97
top-level options, 99

jsr ßattenMap
redirecting output, 103

jsr freezeMap
command, 133

jsr subcommands
freezeMap

redirecting output, 103
jsr subcommands

addBranch, 126
checkpoint, 127
clearRepository, 128
compact, 129
create, 131
defaultTypegetMap, 132
destroyBranch, 133
getMap, 135
info, 136
list, 137
nameVersion, 138
putMap, 139
removeMap, 140
renameBranch, 140
restrict, 141
setBaseVersion, 144
setFileType, 144
setHooks, 145
setLockType, 146
version, 146

jsrnotify hook, 151
jsrpostactions hook, 150
jstar hook, 148

K
-k option, 99
KeepBuilds statement, 94
keywords, See RCS keywords

L
lineup

deÞnition, 11
in branches, 62

locking Þles, 27
log facility, 14

M
-m map option, 99
map reference items, general 

syntax, 91
Map statement, 92
maps

frozen, 133
with default builds, 80
within maps, 80
See also conÞguration map

menus
Bookmarks in the Transcript 

window, 37
Bookmarks in the Workspace 

window, 53
File in the Workspace 

window, 44
Help in the Transcript 

window, 38
Repository in the Transcript 

window, 36
Repository in the Workspace 

window, 47
Transcript in the Transcript 

window, 37
Windows in the Transcript 

window, 38
Windows in the Workspace 

window, 54
Workspace in the Transcript 

window, 33
Workspace in the Workspace 

window, 41
merging Þles, 30, 70
mirroring, work area and 

repository, 58

multiple Þles, synchronizing and 
committing, 21

N
naming

conÞguration maps, 77
ßat maps, 77

O
OmitBuilds statement, 91, 94
options, top-level, 99
output, redirecting js and jsr 

commands, 102

P
padlocks, 21
parent branches, 60

See also branches
plus, 12
pruning, 129

Q
-q option, 99

R
-R option, 100
RCS

keyword expansion mode, 144
revision numbers, See version 

numbers
RCS keywords, 153
RCS log facility, See log facility
red padlock, 21
redirecting js and jsr output, 102
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repository, 5, 57
adding Þles to, 24
checking out Þles from, 23
removing Þles from, 25

repository directory, See repository
Repository menu

in the Transcript window, 36
in the Workspace window, 47

.Repository.JavaSafe Þle, 14, 59
restoring Þles, 28
root branches, Þle version numbers 

in, 67

S
-S option, 100
semaphore Þles, deleting, 128
shared lock, 8
software conÞguration 

management simpliÞed, 2
starting JavaSafe software, 15
subdirectories

in a repository, 59
.SubRep.JavaSafe Þle, 60
symbolic name format, 102
Synchronize command, 10
synchronizing

Þles, 21
the work area, 10

syntax
conÞguration map 

statements, 77
general rules for conÞguration 

maps, 77

T
top-level options, See options, top-

level
Transcript menu in the Transcript 

window, 37
Transcript window, 33

U
-U user option, 100
underscore character, 77
unlocking Þles, 27

V
-v version option, 100
version numbers, 66, 102
Version statement, 87, 90, 93

W
white space in code, 45
Windows menu

in the Transcript window, 38
in the Workspace window, 54

work area
attaching, 62
committing, 10
creating and populating, 15
deÞnition, 5
synchronizing, 10

.WorkArea.JavaSafe Þle, 14
workspace

deÞnition, 5
window, 40

Workspace menu
in the Transcript window, 33
in the Workspace window, 41
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